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Mrs. Westpheling Is
New Festival President
Mrs. Paul Westpheling, a charter organizer
and twice president of the International Banana
Festival was unanimously elected president of
the organization by the members of the board of
directors Wednesday afternoon.
The local newspaper editor and publisher
has been active in the promotion of the now fam-
ous Banana Festival since it was started ten years
ago.
Other officers elected Wed-
nesday afternoon were: Wyatt
Cunningham, first vice-presi-
dent; Ali& McCoy, sedond
vice-pressicient, Mrs. Alberta
Green. secretary and Nelson
Tripp, treasurer. The officers,
with a number of advisors se-
lected by the president, will
constitute the executive board
of the organization.
Other members of the board
and the clubs they represent
are:
American Legion - Lawson
Roper; American Legion Aux-
iliary - Altie Sams; Business &
Professional Women - Ahda
McCoy; Chamber of Commerce
- Sara Bushart; Civitan Club -
W. D. Powers.
EiIts Club - Max Wiggins; IC
Service Club - Avon French;
Jaycees - Steve Fryear; Ki-
wanis Club - Floyd Dedmon:
Lions Club - Ward Johnson;
NAACP - Ira Armstrong; Re-
Merchants Bureau - Waid
Green; Rotary Club - Wyatt
Cunningham; South Fulton Ad-
V istory Committee - Dorothy
Jackson,
Top Banana Club - W. F.
Burnette; Twin-Cities Art Guild
- Alberta Green: Twin Cities
Development Association -
Kenneth Turner; Fulton Wo-
man's Club- Mildred Freeman:
Young ,Mens Business Club -
Waymon Smith; Mayor of Ful-
ton - Nelson Tripp: Mayor of
South Fulton - Dan Cdocker.
In accepting the presidency
Mrs. Westpheiling discussed
with the hoard a broad pro-
gram that will include partici-
pation from all age groups and
from all levels of local civic
or.d cultural groups.
"Par all of the nine very
successful Festivals in the past
the primary suggestion from
local people has been that the
Festival program did not in-
clude all of the people in Ful-
ton,
"This has never been true,"
she said, "however to dispel
this erroneious impression we
are hopeful that a program can
be devised that will entice not
only every child and adult in
the twin cities, but will encour-
age their active participation in
the vast promotion of the Fes-
tival," she added.
Heavy emphasis will be plac-
ed on the international rela-
tions aspect of the Festival
with a 1Viardi Gras atmosphere
and a Latin-American touch.
The Amigo program will be in-
cluded in the Festival as it has
in the past, with a project that
coukl include the visits here of
students from the banuna-pro-
ducing countries who are mem-
bers of the International 4-H
Out organization.
One suggestion Mrs. West-
pheling made was that some
thought be given to limiting
the participation of beauty
pageant entries to only young
ladies living en Kentucky and
Tennessee.
"While the Festival has been
fortunate in having many out-
standing beauties with high
titles from other states, we be-
lieve that this has hindered
local girls from competing,-
Mrs. Westpheling said.
"In addition," she added,
"past winners of the beauty
pageant have lived to far away
from the twin cities that their
opportunities to appear in area
and regional events has been
prohibitive because of the cost
involved. A beauty queen who
lives here or nearer ltS can do
a tremendous job in represent-
ing our twin cities in many
huge activities in Kentucky and
Tennessee," she said.
The policy of beauty pageant
entrants will be taken up by
the organization sponsoring the
Prognint-
Within the next few weeks
(Continued on page 8)
column
By R. Paul Westpheling, UT
Potholes 12 Stuff
It was brought to my attention the other
day by Paul Kasnow, a city commission
member that the city fathers have sent the
Illinois Central Railroad a rather nasty letter
concerning the condition of several railroad
crossings around the city. I told Paul I would
look into the matter, whereupon I jumped ,
into my car, darted to a local restaurant in
South Fulton for a bite of lunch, when I
crossed the tracks downtown and hit one of
those craters Paul was talking about.
Got into some investigation of other
crossings around 'town and discovered more
of the large, gaping potholes and began won-
dering why the railroad doesn't fix the cross-
ings until one doesn't feel jolted into oblivion
when crossing them.
In some states, its the law! Railroad
crossings must be as level as the roadway.
Why can't it be that way in Kentucky? The
potholes are obviously caused by a rather
noticeable neglect by the railroads that use
them. And I can't help but feel that Fulton
has been neglected enough by the removal
of the once gigantic passenger train schedule,
much less letting the crossings come into
such disrepair. One way the railroad might
be prodded into action is by a citizen driver
revolt. If all you, who drive (and that's plen-
ty of you) would take a minute to write
Mayor Nelson Tripp, c/o Fulton City Hall, to,
let your feelings about those craters be
known, then they might be fixed. In order
for some sort of action by the railroads,
namely the fixing up of the crossings, the
"silent majority" as many of you like to feel
a part of, has to do something. Fulton's city
commission has taken the first step . . . let's
not fail. to give them support and perhaps
let the Mayor's plea fall by the wayside.
A Matter of Ethics
In the Kentucky legislature, it sometimes
becomes a mystery why our elected lawmak-
ers do some of the things they do. One such
bill, which has been introduced into the
Continued on page 2
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Lexington,
Grant assures Vocational Training Schoo
Tuesday a dream came true tor Superinteni
dent of Schools Harold Garrison and his hard-f,
working Fulton County Board of Education.
After years of planning; after untold amounts
of encouragement and discouragement and with
dedication to a task beyond the call of duty the
news came through on Tuesday that a handsome
vocational training school will be built ip Hick-
man in connection with the Fulton County School
system.
While Mr. Garrison has had the full coopera-
tion of his board, and scozes of local citizens ando. The new vocational school; wad be located on the .it. of the
organizations, the personal efforts expanded by Fulton County High School at the
Mr. Garrison and his staff, over the years, spells north-west end of the high
a real success story for the Hickman resident school building. The buildingwill contain 21,200 square feet
who, himelf is a graduate of the local school which will be broken down as
system. follows 2800 sq. ft. for Elec-
trice shop; 2800 sq. ft. for
The Economic Development capital outlay provided by the welding shop, 2800 schtt. for
Administration announced in Kentucky Minimum Foundation carpentry or building trades;
Washington on Tuesday, the ap- Program. 2800 sq.ft. for auto mechanics;
prove] of a $852,000 grant to hi Fulton the announcement 2800 sq. ft, for business and
Fulton County Board of Edu- of the vocational school was office instruction; 1400 Sq. ft.
cation for the construction of hailed with enthusiasm by civic for two general classrooms;
a modern, functional vocational school and governmental lead- 1000 sq. ft. for administration
school building and the pur- and offices; and 3600 sq.ft. for
ment to operate the facility. 
er so. e
utilities.
chase of the necessary equip- 
j 
Treas, president of the mechanical rooms, restrooms, 
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of corridors, and 
The grant consists of $326, Commerce said: 'We share Other courses will be added
000 direct grant from EDA, the enthusiasm of the people of as the demand presents itself.
$50.000 direct grant from the Hickman in gettingthe vocation- The building will be esthetl-
Kentucky State Department of al training school. Industrial catty suited to the site and
Education, and the remainder of leaders have a keen awareness (Continued on page 6)
funds being provided through of the opportunities of a job
Fulton High School Announces
'Open House Sunday March 19
An 'open house' at Fulton's
new high school has been sch-
eduled for Sunday March 19, the
Board of Education announced
this week.
Hours will be from 2 p.m. The
public is cordially invited to
come and inspect the new
school.
Built at a cost of nearly $900
thousand dollars, the modern
building contains 48,000 square
feet of floor space. It includes
seven classrooms, two science
rooms, a home economics area,
business, industrial arts,
music, library and commons
areas, and a handsome gym-
nasium.
The building was designed by
Peck Associates, Inc., McAdoo
Contractors of Union City were
the general contractors for the
Job and Waldron, Batey and
Wade the consulting engineers.
The new high school is lo-
cated in West Fulton on Stephen
Beale Drive, across from the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company.
center to train their person-
nel when they locate in a corn-
munity.•
Superintendent of Fulton City
Schools Charlie Thomas was
equally high in his praise for
the school. 'It will be a won-
derful opportunity, especially
for young people who want to
learn a skill. Adults may also
benefit in taking courses for
re-training in various fields,
Mr. Garrison deserves a great
deal of credit for the work he
has done to bring the vocation-
al training school into being.*
Savings Bond
Sales Revealed
The sale of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Fulton County
during January was $18,293 and
the new goal for 1972 is $229,
200. Sales a year ago were
$18,308.
In Kentucky, sales for the
month were $6,272,637 which
was 10.4% of the new annual
goal of $60,300,000. Sales a
year ago were $5,567,123.
Nationally, sales of Series E
and H Savings Bonds in January
were $496 million. The cash
value of Savings Bonds and
Notes outstanding reached $55
billion.
Number 10
for County
FULTON COUNTY BASKETBALL COACH Charles Murphy
the fire region basketball tournament, "is really our dream draw." Murphy says Paducah
Tilghman Tornado must be beaten, "by whoever wine the regionals." Pictured are members of
the Pilot squad, Coach Murphy says he will depend on for the game. They are (pictured from
left to right) Robert Cobb, guard; Tommy Turnbow; guard; Dan Sheehan, center; Doug Good-
man, forward; Ronald Caldwell, forward; Bobby Bloodworth, guard; Scotty Wright, guard. •
For all but Sheehan, who is a junior at Fulton County High School, this tournament will be" —
their teat, as they graduate in May.
says the Pilots opening game In
Pilots take on Paducah Tornado
Murphy- They're big...and dumb
The Fulton County Pilots, dubbed the Cin-
derella team in this year's first region basketball
tournament, have drawn Paducah Tilghman as
their first round opponents in basketball action
Thursday night at Murray State University.
And, according to Pilot coach
Charles Murphy, the Pilots are
"ready to play basketball.'
Murphy says the Pilots 'have
to be one of the most under-
rated teams in the region.'
Says Murphy, "we're hoping
Paudcah will be down for the
game (mentally), while our boys
are going into the contest with
victory on their mind."
Since Fulton County'snarrow
defeat in the finals of the first
District Tourney last Saturday,
Murphy says he thought the
spirit of the team might be
dragging.
"It's quite the opposite,"
beamed the coach. 'If we have
a prayer of going anywhere in
the regionals, we have to beat
Tilghman. I know it. The boys
know it. Everybody knows it.
The game is going to be no
pushover for the Tornado.'
Although Murphy says the
Pilots are up for the game, he
told the News, he's not so sure
about the Paducah hoopers. flt
will take a darn good game on
our part to beat them. I'm
(Continued on page 6)
Fulton Country Club gets 'pro' in time for course opening
FULTON COUNTRY CLUB'S new golf professional, 19-rlisr-4lta
Woody Brooks, a native of Memphis, Tenrtessest, who assumed
his new duties, February IS. Brooks says he's very impressed
with the facilities at tbe local course, and describes it "as one
of the best in West Tennessee"
It's not unusual these days with the warm
weather and bright sun to travel east of Fulton
to the Country Club and see scores of potential
pros, getting ready for an afternoon of golf. But
the Fulton Country Club has had a problem.
There's a remodeled club house, another 9-hole
addition ready to open up new tennis courts and
the like, but until three weeks ago, there was no
golf pro to run the show. 'However, that problem
has been solved.
The Fulton Country Club's
new golf professional is 29 year
old Woody Brooks, a native of
Memphis, who, along with his
expectant wife, live on Route
5, Fulton.
Brooks assumed his position
at the Fulton Golf club, which
Is actually located in South Ful-
ton, February 15, after choosing
this city over 6 others which
had offered him similar po-
sitions. Two of the c tubs, which
sought pros, but which lost out
to the local club are located in
Mississippi, two in Arkansas,
with the rest being located in
West Tennessee.
Why did he choose Fulton? "I
love the town and the people are
so great," said Brooks. 'After
my wife and I came up here
(from Memphis) the other
places couldn't offer me much...
me much."
Although he had been out of
the golf pro business for 7 1/2
years prior to the acceptance of
this job, Brooks has still kept
in touch with the game. For
the last '71/2 years, he has been
a salesman for a large whole-
sale golf manufacturing concern
in Memphis. Before that, he was
a golf pro at the Galloway
Country club in Memphis and the
Audubon Club in the same city.
"Once you get golfing in the
blood, it's hard to do something
other than be associated with a
golf club as a pro," disclosed
Brooks. • The opportunity came
along to get back as a pro, and
I seized the opportunity."
Another factor which greatly
influenced his decision to locate
here was the excellence of the
facilities at the Fulton Country
Club. *Once you get out of
Memphis, about the best country
club around is in Fulton, re-
gardless of where else you go
in West Tennessee." Brooks
referred to the toughnes-Ssand
challenge of the 9, soon to kx-
come 18 hole course.
"The clubhouse is as nice or
nicer than any in the area, but
outside of Memphis, this has got
to be the best golf course I've
played on," remarked the 29
year old pro. *I checked out the
Fulton Country Club, just like
I'm sure they checked me out,
before I took the job. A good
friend of mine in Memphis 
told me the Fulton Country Club
would be the best choice from
moss the 7 where I applied.
Brooks says he's very
optimistic about his stay in the
twin cities. "I really don't have
a lot of things I want to do right
away.. ..... but one of my main
goals is going to be to increase
membership and get more
people to take an active part in
the club."
Presently, some 225 People
have membership at the Ful-
ton Country Club. Brooks says
he wants to increase that to
"about 275".
Another immediate goal ac-
cording to Brooks is the Ken-
Tenn golf tourney to be held
in June. "The back nine(Ful-
ton Country Club has added 9
more holes to its course in the
last year) will be open then,
which will effectively double
the entrants into tins years
(Continued on page six)
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The Vocational Training School
Over Hickman way the excitement is so
great among school and civic leaders that
you'd think it was the Fourth of July, Christ-
mas and a national holiday all rolled into
one.
The jubilance is justified for, after near-
ly five years of overcoming nearly unsur-
mountable obstacles, the Fulton County
School system will establish a vocational
training school at Hickman to serve Fulton,
Hickman and Obion counties. .
For Superintendent Harold Garrison
the announcement from Washington Tues-
day of a $326,000.00 grant from the office of
Economic Development the news was some-
thing of a personal triumph. Long before we
ever thought of being in business in Hick-
man Harold was soliciting our support for
the vocational training center.
Several years ago we wrote a rather
hard-hitting editorial in support of such an
asset for the area. Harold bought something
like 100 copies to send to everybody who
would read the article, which many of them
did.
Do You Remember This?
From Our Picture Album
4111 ?1;
.;it,111 II
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The 1955 South Fulton boy's basketball team.
FULTON'S
t jarstrry Conner
BY LUCY DANIEL
I'm sure everyone will want to
read some or all of these books
we have received at the Fulton
Library in the last few days.
They are listed below:
A WORLD BEYOND, by Ruth
Montgomery. Here is an ex-
traordinary report from the
The application for a grant to the Eco- world beyond, the result of a
nomic Development Administration was a-- series o
f messages to the
-`"; •  road; but it was pursued, never- 
auth-
.:•!ct• . .
precarious
• - 
theleSs. It was suCcessful, as you can se J 
i A Itit_hpr, , Here anti Hereafter, Aft of Prophecy, and A Search
from the announcement in this week's News, 
for the Truth, from the renouned
as well as this week's Hickman Courier. 
melium Arthur Ford. This
description of the afterlife
makes startling revelations,
solving the most ancient mys-
teries of all.
:
-.rt..; •
•••• •
ate •
. Paul and Johanna Wesspholing, Editors and Publishers.rtIY.
Many Disappointments
Few people know what a long and arduous
task it has been for the Fulton County School
Board to bring Tuesday's announcement into
reality. Not an avenue was left unexplored to
find financial support to build the school.
There were many disappointments. Chief
among them was the inability of the Ful-
ton City School Board to join the Fulton
County school system in levying a utility tax
in the county with which to finance the pro-
ject. It was a real blow, but rather than kill-
ing off the enthusiasm for the project in the
county system, Harold Garrison and his
board turned to other sources.
A Real Asset
Nobody knows better than the many
people who have long wanted a vocational
training school what a tremendous asset it is
for the entire area.
Whe'n I told Dr. Dan Crocker, mayor of
South Fulton, Tuesday morning about the
announcement we had received from Wash-
ington that day he said: "The school will
mean more than we realize for getting indus-
try in the area. That's one of the first things
industrial prospects ask about when they
come to South Fulton looking at our sites."
From the standpoint of a newspaper re-
porter I can say, as the young people do, "we
really sweated out the story." Harold had
told me that the news was going to break any
day. So last week-end, as a newspaper pub-
lisher and board member of the Hickman
Chamber of Commerce I talked with Wash-
ington a few times.
Releasing the story on Tuesday, in time
for a deadline at the Hickman Courier, was
a real thrill to all of us in Hickman.
The story, elsewhere in this issue, gives
chapter and verse about the cost, the size of
th building, the classes to be taught, and a lot
of information about the school.
Ft-e-e •-d it, you'll 1-i-i-k-e it!
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THE OPt1N HOUSE, by Mich-
ael lanes. The action of this
book covers only one fantastic
night, in which Sir John Appel-
by, retired chief of Scotland
Yard, discovered a complex
crime with its roots in the dis-
tant past and solved it between
darkness and dawn. Here is
Imes at the top of his form,
In a mystery that is expertly
diverting and decidedly differ-
ent.
THE RIGHTS OF THE
PEOPLE, by Elaine Goodman.
In 1953 Earl Warren was
appointed Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court. Until his re-
tirement in 1969 he and his
fellow Justices issued a series
of decisions that made the years
of the Warren Court a signif-
icant period in the ongoing life
of the highest court of the land.
The author discusses here tIle
cases which, taken togethe r, are
most representative of the court
during that period. "They are
cases involving the rights of
the individual under the Con-
stitution,"
MURDER AT THE MET, by
Fred G. Jarvis. Millicent Mil-
lions is the Metropolitan Opera
Company's leading soprano, a
temperamental prima donna
who reigns with a Wagnerian
will. Then Klemsrud, a man
with a mind of his own, is ap-
pointed general manager, and
the singer's position is sudden-
ly less than secure. For once
again she is threatened with
the specter of her former rival,
Amelita Dawsuri-Da Guerra, a
brilliant diva whose comeback
Klemsrud is personally hand-
ling. All goes well on opening
night—until a spectacular dis-
aster occurs that will leave
the reader utterly nonplussed.
ANY BOY CAN, by Archie
Moore. "I was born in a ghetto
but I refused to stay there. I
am a Negro and proud to be
one. I am also an American
and proud of that." Archie
Moore formally retired from
boxing at the age of forty-
seven as the undeafeated light-
heavyweight champion of
world. During his twenty-eight
years in the ring, he regis-
tered 136 knockouts and earned
a reputation as one of the great-
est boxers in the history of the
sport. Although he lost a last
bid lo gain the heavyweight
crown from a young Cassius
Clay, ring aficionados have al-
ways wondered what might ham
happened if the "Magnificent
Mongoose* had met Clay when
both were in their prime. Ar-
chie's book is an honest look at
what a man can achieve re-
gardless of his beginnings.
THE LINCOLN ASSASSINA—
TION, by Theodore Roscoe. On
Good Friday evening, April 14,
1865, President Abraham Lin-
coln sat in his box at Ford's
Theater in Washington, D.C. He
was virtually unguarde and al-
most a posed target for assass-
ination. The policeman guarding
the outer door had disappeared.
No soldiers were on duty in
the theater. No Secret Service
agents were anywhere in the
house. At a little after 10 00
that evening, while watching a
actor John Wilkes Booth. Yet
an eerie aura of mystery still
persists about the Lincoln mur-
der case that cannot be dis-
pelled even today.
AN ALBUM OF THE AMER—
ICAN COWBOY , by John
Williams Malone. A cowboy
is a many who herds and tends
cattle. Men have performed
the tasks of the cowboy for cen-
turies. But the American cow-
boy of the late nineteenth cen-
tury became a figure of special
significance. The stories told
about the cowboys of that time
are legendary. The cattle were
shipped from the West by rail-
road to the packing houses. The
cowboys herded them thousands
of miles and as the railroad
tracks were laid farther and
farther through the West, new
towns sprang up. And out of
these towns came the tales
that made a legend of the Amer-
ican Cowboy.
EXEMPTIONS-- Governor
Ford designated his Council of
Economic Advisers as the state
body to evaluate applications
for exemptions from President
Nixon's wage-price control
program.
FROM THE FILES:—
Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO
MARCH 7, 1952
Tommy Phillips, 17-year-old junior at Ful-
ton High School left last night (Thursday) for
Cincinnati where he will attend the Sixth Annual
World Affairs Institute as a representative from
the local Rotary Club.
Today, March 7th, the Girl Scout Cookie
Sale will begin and last for three weeks until
March 22nd. The money from this sale will help
1000 girls in the Bear Creek Girl Scout Council
have trained leaders, an opportunity to have a lot
of fun, learn to be good citizens, and a chance to
go to camp.
Plans for construction of a road between
Beelerton and Moscow were announced here to-
day by B. T. Moynahan, commissioner of Rural
Highways.
The road will have a traffic-bound surface.
Some terrific basketball playing has been
seen thus far this week at Carr gym as the First
District tournament passed its first two rounds
Tuesday and Wednesday nights with one-point
margins keeping crowds in a frenzy until final
whistles.
Tuesday night's curtain raiser between Ful-
ton and Cayce brought two evenly matched
teams to a hair-raising last quarter as, Fulton,
treeing, forged ahead on a long shot by one point,
and with less than two minutes to go was downed
by a long shot by an accurate Cayce sharpshoot-
er, Charlie Bennett. Final score was 41-40.
A planning committee of Red Cross workers
met at the Woman's Club Wednesday to make
plans for this year's annual Red Cross drive. Rev.
Oakley Woodside, pastor of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church has been named fund drive
chairman and is working diligently to make this
year's campaign "go over the top" as have other
campaigns for the past five years.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MARCH 11, 1927
A new automobile dealer for Fulton is the
Brann-Maupin Motor Car Company, operated by
Baxter Brann and B. D. Maupin. They have pro-
cured the agency for Hudson and Essex cars.
Friday night the Fulton High School faculty
will present a play, directed by Miss Mary Roy-
ster. Faculty taking part include Miss Martin,
Miss Spradlin, Miss White, Mr. Cheyney, Mrs.
Myers, Mr. Alexander, Mr. Stitt, Miss Crittenden
and Mr. McDaniels. Property men will be Harold
Howard, Lee Earl, Herbert Goulder and Joe Hol-
land.
At their annual election Monday, the Elks
elected H. H. Murphey as Exalted Ruler and the
following others to officer: Frank Beadles, 0. C.
Linton, Heber Finch, Paul Newhouse, Dudley
Smith, Ed Wade, N. G. Cooke, J. D. Davis, and
W. Butt.
Quite a number of young people from Cayce
took advantage of •the beautiful day Sunday to
hike to Moscow and return on the 4:10 train
Larry Hicks, little son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Binford of the Mt. Zion community, was bitten
by a dog Sunday.
Misses Sara Catron Smith and Mary Neil
Carr left Tuesday for Lexington, where they will
serve as pages to the D. A. R. conference)
'A' COLUMN
Continued from page One
House, and subsequently placed in the House
Judiciary Committee is one which would re-
peal the statute, wh'ch now prohibits a per-
son from being compelled to disclose a source
of information. While you may not think the
bill is very damaging, for those of us, in the
business of disseminating information to the
public, namely newsmen, the consequences
could be quite disasterous.
Yes, quite a lot has been said about
"those little people who sit in their ivory
towers like they own the world", but let me
say that without such a law, protecting peo-
ple from telling where they got their infor-
mation, everything, and everything told to
anybody would become matters of public re-
cord.
At the moment, this reporter can recall
untold instances of when he has been taken
into someones "confidence" as the source of
information for a story. Without that mutual
tryst and respect of news sources, the infor-
mation you read contained in the pages of
any newspaper, not only this one, would be
nothing more than printed gossip.
Not only does this law protect newsmen,
those of us charged with the responsibility
of "the public's right to know" but it protects
individuals who might incriminate someone
else for giving information, passed onto
them " ... because I trust you won't tell who
told you."
It's a ridiculous bill, one which seriously
damage the freedom of press and informa-
tion guarantee of the constitution, and ought
to die a quiet death in the committee which
now inspects it.
Basketball Bombs ...
Had the pleasure of travelling to Hick-
man last Friday to witness what turned out
to be the massacre of the Fulton City basket-
ball team. Can't recall the score now (see
story this page) but Carlisle County lived up
to its reputation of being one of the best
teams in the first region. Not that I'm rippin'
up the Bulldogs, who, I might add did not
play that badly, but credit, at least for this
one game, ought to be given where credit is
due. Carlisle County has a good team.
But, now my attention turns to the Pa-
ducah Sun-Democrat, and its sports staff,
who wrote up the obit on the Fulton County-
Carlisle County game for the district cham-
pionship. Fulton County lost the final game
by 2 points in the last six seconds. By read-
ing that article, you would think Fulton
County was everything hut a bunch of grade
school hoopers. Now it is not my personal
policy of glorifying the Pilots, because of
my affiliation and graduation from Fulton
City High School, but the Pilots just don't
have as bad a team as that story implies.
Coach Charles Murphy ought to be very
proud of the team, which led during two-
thirds of that game Saturday night, and
should do very well in First Region tourna-
ment play, which begins this week in Mur-
ray. At least I hope so!
Incidentally, if Fulton City hadn't got-
ten into foul trouble in the third period of
Friday night's contest, it might have been
us, against the Pilots, and in that case . . .
well there's always that if. Maybe next year?
Speaking of Girls...
Saturday morning, as Saturday morn-
ings go was spent in bed. At a very late hour,
my Dad, who's a great guy until he messes
up my slumber, came in to announce that my
first cousin, whom I had never seen before
was in town. Got up and finally got around
to meeting her. She was on her way back to
San Diego from a two year vacation of sorts
in Europe.
The news of her trip and 2 year stint
away from home flabergasted by mother,
who won't let me out of the house without a
written permit. But wouldn't you know it,
I got the urge anyway, and am going out to
California for a visit and maybe, just maybe,
an elongated visit.
My cousin spent most of her time work-
ing, teaching English in Switzerland. Won-
der if I could teach "Southern Drawl" to any-
one out there.
It doesn't even run
And then there's this policeman, the
only one around, who sits at this service sta-
tion right in the heart of Sharon, Tennessee.
For a long time everyone who went to that
part of the country, for whatever they might
be going through there for, would make a
serious effort to slow down to the legal limit
and even stop at the city's only stop light.
But the other day, on a trip through
Sharon, I asked why he was there, as if I
couldn't figure it out. Says the person, in a
very shocked response, "he's just there for
atmosphere, the car doesn't even run."
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Four Classes
In Macrame
Al Murray
Four evening workshops in
beginning macrame—au art
form utilizing creative knot-
ting—will be held at Murray
State University March 20-23.
Miss Doris Akers of Chicago,
widely known in the Midwest
and South for her macrame
workshops, will conduct the
sessions. A graduate of the
School of the Art institute of
Chicago, she has worked ex-
clusively in creative knotting
the last four years.
Sponsored by the art depart-
ment at Murray State, the work-
shops are scheduled from 6 to
10 p.m. on each date in the
weaving laboratory, Room 20
of the auditorium. Open to
advanced students as well as
beginners, each class will con-
sist of 12 participants.
Thomas Spoerner, assistant
professor of art, said reser-
vations for the workshops will
be accepted on a first-come,
first-served basis. The reg-
istration fee for each work-
shop is $8 per person, which
includes the cost of materials. 1
SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pittman
Noting the limitation on the
enrollment, Spoerner urged in-
terested persons to register and
to pay the fee immediately be-
cause the workshops are filling
rapidly.
For more information or ap-
plications, interested persons
may contact: Thomas Spoer-
ner, Art Department, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, (762-3784).
'Pink and Blue'
Shower Honors
Mrs. Fulcher
Mrs. Gary Fulcher was hon-
ored on Saturday evening, Feb-
uary 19, at the Fulton Corn-
muaitY,centei with a pink and
shpwar. Hostesses for the
occasion were Miss Teresa
Ferguson and Miss Rita Brock-
well. They presented the honor-
ee with a corsage of a pink car-
nation with blue background.
In decorating, pink and blue
streamers were used. On the
gift table the center of interest
was a stork carrying a baby.
The refreshment table was cov-
ered with an arrangement of
pink and blue flowers.
Notes and News From—
Haws Memorial
One good way to find out if a
column is read is to botch-up
some dates. A first reaction
Is. "maybe no one will notice".
then the second reaction,' if
it isn't noticed maybe it isn't
read." So it was a relief this
week to receive a phone call
from one of the Tr -County
Homemakers. I had moved
their March birthday party up
one week. (Maybe it was wish-
ful thinking). The birthday
parties are on the 2nd Tuesday
of each month. This being
vividly circled with a red magic
marker, not on one calendar,
but two. March 7th kept right
on looking like it should be the
2nd, Tuesday.
But we do have one sure date
this week and that is Friday
at 10 a.m. when eleven 5th
graders from South Fulton
School present an original skit.
It will be a take-off of some
nursery rhymes.
These girls and boys have
taken an idea they had and
developed it. They went beyond
the thought stage and wrote,
rehearsed and performed a skit
all on their own. They have
given their skit before several
classes at school and offered
to perform at Haws. It seems
they need a couple of "stage
hands' and have recruited a
couple of mother helpers, Kath-
erine Johnson and Samie
Damons. Mrs. Hancock istheir
fifth grade teacher and allowed
them to practice in their room.
The skit numbers go some-
thing like this.
Three girls, Kathy Irving,
Stacie Ann Damon and Linda
McDowell, sing "My Love'.
In the Clown Act, Denise
Odem , Pam Cobb and Mike
McClanahan perform.
Two girls fish while Donald
Walker and Bill Taylor Sing
'Song of the South'.
Goldilocks and the Three
Bears is performed by Joey
Nabors, Linda McDowell, Sta-
cie Damons and Kathy Irving.
Little Red Riding Hood is per-
formed by Gary Clark and Gary
Byrd. A poem will close their
program.
Looks like we'll be in for a
treat Friday morning and visit-
ors will be welcome.
Candlelight Ceremony Unites
Faye Ruddle And Paul Pittman
In a beautiful candlelight ceremony at five
o'clock in the afternoon on Wednesday, March 1,
at the First Baptist Church, Miss Bonnie Faye
Ruddle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Newton Rud-
dle of Fulton, became the wife of Paul Franklin
Pittman, son of Mrs. Pauline Pittman of Fulton
and the late Harry Pittman.
The Reverend James W. Best,
past or of the church, officiated
at the double ring ceremony
performed in the church parlor.
A fan-shaped arrangement of
white gladioli and pink car-
nations backed with greenery
was placed on the mantle. Glow-
ing pink tapers in seven branch-
ed candelabra were at either
side of the fireplace, which
formed the background for the
ceremony.
Preceding the pledging of
vows and at the close of the
ceremony, organ selections
Local Couple
Honored Al
Recent Party
A "going
-away" party Friday
evening, March 3, at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. George Fra-
zier, honored Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Huntley, who will be
moving to Gaffney, South Car-
olina in the near future. The
Huntley's have managed and
operated the Burger Bar since
its initial opening early last
year.
Hostesses for the occasion
were, Mrs. Dee McClay, Mrs.
Pat Frazier and Mrs. Barbara
Grooms.
The buffet refreshments con-
sisted of hor d'oeures, sand-
wiches, potato chips, cheese
fondue, and cold drinks.
Those attending were. Mr.
and Mrs. Huntley, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Garrett, Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Jim New-
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hudson,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Livingston,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Powell, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Counts, Mr. arid
Mrs. Charles Pawlukierriot,
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Gosstun,
Mr. and Mrs. George Frazier,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McClay,
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Grooms,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Foster, Wav-
erly, Tennessee, Mr. and Mrs.
David Simmons, Niagara Falls,
New York and Miss Nancy 0'
Conner of Memphis.
The group presented the cou-
ple with a blender as their
"going-away' gift.
Mrs. Carroll Likes Informality
FRANKFORT, Ky.--In
1961, when Charlann Harting
married her childhood
sweetheart Julian M. Carroll,
she had no idea she would one
day be the wife of Kentucky's
lieutenant governor.
"I expected Julian to
pursue a career in politics,"
she said, "but I thought it
would be on a local level."
The gradual expansion of
her duties as mother,
housewife and hostess during
their 20-year marriage has
helped prepare her for her new
role as lady of the house in the
Old Governor's Mansion
Mrs. Charlann Carroll
official residence of
Kentucky's lieutenant
governors since 1956.
As a young wife Mrs.
Carroll decided to forego
completion of her college
education and worked for a
while to help offset
educational expenses for her
husband while he studied for
his pre-law and late degrees at
the University of Kentucky.
Early in their marriage her
role as a housewife was
expanded to include that of
mother with the birth of a son,
Kenny, now 16, and daughter,
Patrice, now 15.
Overseeing the smooth
running of the mansion is
"quite different from being a
housewife in your own home,"
she says.
While it is the Carroll
family's home for four years,
it also is a state shrine.
Therefore, Col. George Chinn,
director of the Kentucky
Historical Society, is consulted
before any major changes are
made in the decor on the first
floor, which is open to the
public 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
weekdays.
When the Carrolls moved
into the structure in early
December they brought some
of their own furniture to help
them feel more like it's their
own home.
Mrs. Carroll has definite
Ideas about the changes she
would like to make in her new
home.When her children are
grown she would like to return
to school and earn her degree
so she could practice interior
design on a professional level.
Presently it is her favorite
hobby and she has found a
little. time • to indulge in it.
'Recently, when there was a
hill in the activity at her home,
she spent an afternoon
selecting additional furniture
for stately residence.
were presented by Miss Ginger
Edwards.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in a
formal gown of pure white
crepe, fashioned by her mother.
The empire bodice was over-
laid with Chantilly lace, and the
stand-up collar and long fitted
sleeves were bordered with
scalloped lace. The A-line
skirt was encircled with scal-
loped lace at the hemline, and
the chapel length train was
edged all around with the same
lace. The bride's tiered veil
of illusion fell from a pill box
of lace and seed pearls.
Her bouquet was a cascade
arrangement of white porn puma
centered with white cymbidium
orchids, tied with white satin
streamers and pearl hearts.
Miss Connie Frields was the
maid of honor and the bride's
only attendant. She wore a
floor-length gown of pink peau
de soie. The empire bodice
with elbow length sleeves was
overlaid with lace. A panel
of lace fell from a bow in the
back to the hemline. She wore
pink bows in her hair, and car-
ried a single long stemmed
pink carnation tied with pink
ribbon.
Joe Pittman of Columbus,
Kentucky served his brother
as best man.
For her daughters wedding,
Mrs. Huddle chose a pink crepe
knit dress with long sleeves.
She wore bone accessories and
a white carnation corsage.
Mrs. Pittman, mother of the
groom, wore an ensemble of
blue and creme with bone ac-
cessories. She also wore a
white carnation corsage.
Following the ceremony a
reception was held. Serving
were Mrs. Ellis Huddle, Mrs.
Charles Sadler, Mrs. Jimmy
Stairs, and Mrs. Joe Pittman.
The table was draped with a
white linen cloth edged with
white lace. The bride's bouquet
was the centerpiece, flanked by
glowing pink tapers in silver
holders. The tiered wedding
cake was topped with a Minia-
ture bride and groom and dec-
orated with pink roses. Crys-
tal and silver appointments held
pink punch, nuts and mints.
A single pink carnation in
a bud vase adorned the table
with the guest register which
was presided Over by Mrs.
Tony Stephens.
Following the reception the
couple left on a short wedding
trip. The bride chose for
traveling an ensemble of navy
knit, with navy accessories and
the orchid corsage from her
bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Pittman are
both graduates of Fulton High
School. Mrs. Pittman has been
employed at the Fulton Bank
for the past two years. Mr.
Pittman is a graduate of the
Paducah Tilghman School of
Highway Engineering and Tech-
nology. He had completed
his basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, San Antonio,
Texas and has been, assigned
to L.G. Hanscom Field near
Boston, Massachusetts, where
they will make their home af-
ter March 10.
Miss Jean Elizabeth Sparrow
Jean Sparrow, John Reed
Plan Early June Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Sparrow of Chapel
Hill, North Carolina announce the engagement
of their daughter Jean Elizabeth, to John Thomas
Reed, son of Mr. and Mrs. Seldon James Reed of
Fulton, Kentucky.
The bride-elect is a graduate sity of North Carolina, 
Chapel
of Vardell Hall, Red Springs, Hill, North Carolina an
d a mem -
North Carolina class of 1968, her of KM*
Delta sorority.
attended Stratford College, 
Danville, Virginia and is pre-
sently a senior at the Univer-
Miss Williamson
Mr. Pruett To
Wed In March
Miss Nancy Williamson,
daughter of Mrs. Billy William-
son and the late Mrs. William-
son of Brownsville, Tennesse,
will become the bride of Larry
Mack Pruett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mack Pruett of South Ful-
ton, in a March 17 ceremony
to be soloemnized in the First
United Methodist Church in
Brownsville.
Miss Sparrow is the grand-
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Lawerence Weston, Lake
Landing, North Carolina and
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sparrow of
Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
The bridegroom-elect is a
graduate of Fulton High School
class of 1967. He received his
AB degree from Duke Univer-
sity, Durham, North Carolina
where he was a member of Sig-
ma Phi Epsilon Fraternity and
presently he is a first year
law student at the University
of Kentucky, Lexington, Ken-
tucky.
Mr. Reed is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Homer
F. Croft and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel J.Reed of Fulton,
Kentucky.
Miss Williamson is a 1970 An early
graduate of Haywood High planned.
School of Brownsville.
She is the granddaughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Williamson and Mrs. Guy Bur-
on and the late Mr. Burton, all
of Brownsville.
Mr. Pruett is a 1971 graduate
of South Fulton High School,
He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. W.L , Pruett and
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Blanton,
all of South Fulton.
Both are students at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Martin.
The wedding will be attended
by members of the immediate
families only.
June wedding is
rucrom COEDS ACCEPTED
'Clime Fulton area coeds are
among nine a ccept e d.for
Pledgcship by Tau Phi Lambda
social sorority at Murray State
University. They are 'Becky
Smith, daughter of 'Francis W.
Smith, Quertha Lowery, daugh-
ter of William R. Lowery and
Connie Melton, daughter of
Otis E. Melton. Miss Smith was
elected vice-president 'of the
spring pledge class and Miss
Lowery was chosen secretary
for the group.
Scholarships
Available For
Home Ec.
A competitive examination
for a $200 home economic*
scholarship March 19 is open.
to graduating high school sen-
iors who plan to attend Murray'
State University next year and;
major in home economics. ;
Dr. Alice Koenecke,
man of the home economics de..
partment at Murray State, has
announced that the test would
be given at 2 p.m. in the home
economics wing of the Applied
Science Building on thecampus);
Noting that it isnot necessary.
for an applicant to have had
home economics in high school,
Dr. Koenecke said students who
plan to take the examination'
should notify the homil
economics department. Mei'
added that parents and friend*"
are also invited to visit that
department and meet the fac4.
ulty.
A faculty committee will adZ'
minister and grade the examk
according to Dr. KOeJ
necke. The student who scoreê
the highest will be awarded the
scholarship. A winner will be
announced during the week of
March 20.
Dr. Koenecke emphasized
that several other types of
scholarship awards are ale*
available. She said students
may consult high school gui-
dance counselors and home ec-
onomics teachers for further
information or contact the home
economics department at Nur.
ray State, 762-3387.
Two new associate degree'
involving two-year study proq
grams--one in food service and
one in child development—hays
been added to the home econ-
omics curriculum, she said.
Howard, Webb I
Exchange Vow;
On February 17
On Thursday night, February
17, 1972, in a candlelight cere,
mossy, Miss Delilah Kay How-
ard, daughter Of Mr.and Mr*.
Ernest Howard. of Water Vali.
ley, became the bride of Mar*
Webb Harris, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Howard I. Harris of Duke-
dom, Tennessee.
The ceremony was held in tit
home of the bride's parents wi
Brother James Holt officiating.
Miss Sandy Howard, sister Sif
honor with Rickle Thomas se!
the bride, served as maid
'ring as best man.
thin was held and the con
After the ceremony a rectrit,
left on a wedding trip.
ITS A BOY!
C,ongratulation, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Walker, Duke/dorsi,
on the birth of a baby troy cib
Sunday. .March 5. He weigheil
7 pounds and 8 ounces.
ITS A BOY!
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Teddy Sadler, Martin. of
the birth of a baby boy, Mod,
day, March 6. He weighed II
pounds and 8 ounces.
MiSSIONARIBS HIPS !
Elder Steven Huntsman front
Lae Vegas, Nevada has recent-
ly been assigned to work with
Elder Van Whipple train
Quincy, California as. pair el
Mormon 'Moisaries here is
the .Fulton area.
Dear Ann Landers: You've
printed lots of letters from kids
who are unhappy because their
fathers drink. But I don't think
you've ever printed a letter
from a teen-ager whose father
stopped drinking. Here's one.
For as long as I can remem-
ber my dad and mom had trouble
because he never came home
from work when he was sup-
posed to. When he did come
home he was plopped. On week-
ends he'd get completely
smashed. About a year ago mom
told him to get some help or
she was going to a divorce
lawyer. She said it was ab-
solutely his last chance. Well,
that did it. My life is so dif-
ferent now I can barely believe
it.
Dad is home after work every
night at 6.15. Our whole family
has dinner together. I Just
found out he is really smart.
He can talk intelligently on many
subjects. We never knew it be-
cause he never made any sense
at night and in the morning he
was too hung over to talk. I'm
not afraid to invite company to
the house anymore. I use to
shudder when my freinds came
4001 .2aHtle4i
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
over because I never knew what
shape dad would be in. When
he was drinking his language
wasn't the best.
Last summer we took our
first real vacation, We're going
to do it again in July. Life is so
great when you have something
to look forward to.
I wonder if men who drink
realize what a difference their
boozing makes to their families.
Tell them, will you?---A Happy
Kid
Dear Happy Kid: You told
them---and in a way that I
never could. You don't say
whether your dad went to A.A.,
a counselor or if he quit cold.
The last approach might seem
easiest but it's the most dif-
ficult. it CAN be done, however.
My congratulations to your dad
any my thanks to you for a day-
brightener.
• * •
Dear Ann Landers: My hus-
band and I have been married
for twelve years. We get along
well together and have no pro-
blems we can't resolve before
we turn out the light at night.
Something is bothering me,
however, and I don't want to
mention it to Phil. It's his
mother's frequent references
to his hair. Phil is only 36 but
his hair is salt and pepper. It
doesn't bother me In the least,
in fact, I like it. When we were
married he was only 24 and had
some gray in his hair even then.
My mother-in-law implies
that I am the cause of her son's
gray hair. For example, she'll
say, 'Phil, dear, your hair is
turning so fast—is your wife
worrying you into old age?"
Although she does it in &kid-
ding way it irks me. Does gray
hair have anything to do with
worry? What should I say?
At A Loss For Words
Dear Loss. Gray hair has
nothing to do with worrying.
TVs an inherited characteristic.
Chances are good that Phil is
getting his gray hair from his
mother, not you, dear. Wise
him up so HE can tell her.
for all the things I have learned.
Here are some facts that
bet you don't know.
The fruit fly has 8 chrom
somes. The pea plant has 1 .
Corn has 20. Lemons have
The crayfish has 200. In humane
and all mammals the male chro-
mosome pair is X and Y. TM
female pair is X X. In the bird
world it is reversed. The male
bird has two identical chrome-
somes whereas the has him
two different ones. Are yob
surprised?- --Mobile, Ala.
Dear Mo: Am I surprised?
Wow! I had no idea. Thank,
for the fill in. If a crayflii
writes in and sake bow many
chromosomes he has ite
able to tell him.
• • •
How much do you know
pot, LSD, cocaine, speed, meth,
uppers and downers, glue and
heroin? Are all thee* drugil
dangerous? Get Ann Landere'
new booklet, 'Straight Dope Op
Drugs.• For each booklet
ordered, send a dollar WI plift
been reading your column SilICO with 18 worth of stamps to 1
Dear Ann Landers: have a long, self-addreasedenvel3
I was eight years old. I am 14 Landers, Box 3346, Chicagig
now and I want to pay you back III. 80664.
• • •
pt
R
• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Pets Winstead last Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winstead
and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Pene-
cost of Dresden.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams visited with Mrs. Mar-
tha Lou Kindred last Sunday
afternoon.
Our sympathy goes to Mrs.
Barbara Stow and Bro. Stow and
family in the loss of Barbara's
father last week.
M. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
attended the funeral of the father
of Mrs. Barbara Stow last
weekend.
Mrs. Kaira Williams is •
patient in the Hillview Hospital.
We wish a speedy recovery for
her.
Our good neighbor Mrs. Le-
nora Jones is a patient in the
hospital in Memphis again. We
do wish a speedy recovery for
her.
- Paul Howard's brother who
lives in Mississippi has been
gene ill for the past few days.
Mrs. Lupie Haley, Tom Las-
well and Mr. and Mrs. Ever-
ett Williams visited with Mr.
and Mrs. L.J. Williams in Reed-
land, Kentucky a while Sunday
afternoon.
Adair Cannon has not been
feeling well lately. We wish
a speedy recovery for her.
We enjoyed visiting with Mr.
and Mrs. B. Rozell a while
Monday morning and bearing
about their granddaughter,
whom had visited them the week
before.
Our sympathy goes to the
Vincent family at Dukedom in
the loss of their loved one.
The Pete Winstead family
visited with his aunt Flossie
Uoderwood in Latham Sunday.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Hopkins Sunday were
Mrs. Ferrate Yates, Mrs. Buton
Howard, Mr. and Mrs. John
Bland and Mr. and Mrs. Ever-
ett Williams.
I talked with Mrs. Stella Jones
this morning and she says she
is feeling fine now.
Mrs. Emma Clement and
Mrs. Lucille Gardner spent
Sunday with Mrs. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. N.C. Dalton
had as their guests their son
Sonny Dalton and family. Son-
ny will go back overseas when he
leaves there for a few more
years In the service.
CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
. _
The many friends of Brother
W. A. Bradfield in this area were
saddened when it was learned
teat he passed away last Friday
after being in critical condition
for the past several weeks fol-
lowing major surgery at the
Vanderbilt Hospital. He passed
away at his home in Henderson,
Tennessee. The funeral and
burial were at Henderson on
Monday. Brother Bradfield was
the regular minister at Oak
Grove several years ago.
Mrs. Malden Jones who had
major surgery at the Volunteer
Hospital last week is reported
to be improving satisfactorily.
Her daughters, Pauline from
Nashville and Doris from Gun-
hitrsville, Alabama have re-
turned to their homes.
Get well wishes are extended
to Clarence O'Rear who has
been a patient at the Fulton
Hospital the past two weeks.
, Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Jones
returned to their home at
Sinyrna, Tennessee, Monday af-
ter being here several days due
to the illness of his mother.
A large crowd attended the
Cecil Mason sale last Saturday
despite the very rainy day.
: An unusual but most inter-
elating and enjoyable service
was at Oak Grove last Sunday
night when the young men of
the congregation presented the
service. It is most inspiring
When eight young men can and
will so capably conduct a wor-
ship service. Those assisting
in the service were Donald and
David Hazelwood, David, Darrel
and Glyn Perry, Ronnie and
Ralph Owens and Steve Robey. It
Was Indeed a privilege to hear
the very fine speech that Ralph
Owens had delivered in Knox-
ville last weekend in compet-
ition with a large group of young
speakers. He will enter the
nompetition a t U.T.M. in the
near future.
• ...—.--
Tenth Meeting
Of Adult Class
The tenth and final meeting
of the Adult Class; in Production
:Agriculture at Fulton County
'High School will be held Mon-
day, March 13. It will lye held at
the High School in room eight,
•starting at 7:00 p. m.
The speaker for the evening
will be Dr Curtis Abshire, who
chscuss beef production.
. Many farmers in this area are
aquainteci with Dr. Abshire. He
is beef specialist at the Prince-
ton Substation of the University
of Kentucky,
NOMINATED FROM SOUTH FULTON High School to "Who's Who In High Schools" is the
above quintet of seniors. (From left): Chuck Beard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Beard Jr;
June Kaye Stunson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Clyde Stunson; John David Netherland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Netherland; Rose Batts, daughter of Mr. and Mn. Moss Batts; Kayierie
Mosley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Meshy.
• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pm.-
sell are in the Fulton Hospital
pital. Mr. Will Fuller is in
the Baptist Hospital in Mem-
phis. May they soon be well
and back home is our sincere
wish.
We welcome Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Davis to our commun-
ity. They bought he home
where Mrs. John Slone lived
for years. Also, welcome to
Mr.- and Mrs. Jimmie Hutch-
ison, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Hutchison. They bought
the Len Barnes home.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Cruce
visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hendrix in Newbern, Tennessee
Sunday afternoon.
Dennie and Sandy Danicek of
Elmhurst, Illinois spent last
weekend with their grand-
mother, Mrs. Rob Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Britt
and son , of Memphis, visited
his brother Rev. and Mrs. Britt
this weekend. Also Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Greenup and children
and Mr. and Mrs. David Cash
and-children ot Bradford, Toss-
essee,visited them Sunday.
VIM Emma 'Brown and Mrs.
Sallie Johnson spent Saturday
night with Mrs. Virgie Bondur-
ant of Fulton.
Mrs. Roy Cruce and daughter
Mrs. Montez Oliver of Fulton
visited Mrs. Ethel Oliver and
daughters of Memphis this
weekend. They are making
plans to celebrate Mrs. Oliver's
90th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gardner,
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Cruce,
Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne Burhem
and Amy were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Isbell of
Hickman, Tuesday, wanting to
celebrate Mrs. Gardner's Feb-
ruary 29th birthday.
Miss Eva Johnson, Mrs. Roy
Cruce, Mrs. James McMurray,
Mrs. Lurline Cruce and others
of near here attended a birthday
dinner at Mrs. Bettie Work-
man's near Columbus, Friday.
They were honoring Mrs. Work-
man and also Mrs. Robert
Workman of near Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Sampley
of Western and Mr. and Mrs.
C.W. Morrow and Mrs. Clyde
Morrow of Hickman visited Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Davis Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pur-
sell's sons Howard Pursell and
Harold and families of Louis-
ville were here this weekend
and visited them in the hos-
pital.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan
visited Mr. and Mrs. E.O. Pick-
ens of near Union City Sunday.
A seriesof meetings are plan -
ned at the Baptist Church start-
ing Sunday morning March 12th
and running to Wednesday
night March 15th. Different
missionaries will speak and
they hope to have big crowds
in attendance.
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Camp-
bell were in St. Louis this week-
end to visit_ her sister, Mrs.
Fay Wright, and other rela-
tives.
Mrs. Harry Pruett and son
Howard of St. Louis spent a few
days with her sister, Mrs. Ella
Freeze. _While they were here
they and other relatives spent
a very enjoyable Sunday (Feb-
ruary 27th) with Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Holly of Hickman honoring
Mrs. Freeze's birthday.
HOSPITALIZED
It. Lee Johnson, Pearl Street,
Fulton, was admitted to the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis
Sunday, March 5. His room
number is 1773 Union.
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South Fulton High School
Names Honor Roll Students
The South Fulton High School
fourth six weeks Honor Roll has
been announced by Principal
Virgil Yates. They are as
fellows by grade:
12th Grade, 4.0; Larry Jami-
11011, Dale Townsend, Michael
Milner, Martha Moore, James
Barber, David Murphy, Dale
Yates, Paula Hutchins,
12th Grade, 3.0; Bobby Col-
her, Rose Batts,- Bessie Pir-
tle, Jane Green, Jane Fuller,
Lee Ann Reams, Fred Large,
Kaye Stunson, Deborah Cruce,
Willie Gardner, Patty Parrish,
Jlinmette Gilbert, Cathy Owens,
Linda Bickering, Paul Phelps,
Lionel McCollum, Mary Jane
Cannon, Leigh Jeffrey, Kaylene
Mosley, Debris Garmon,
11th Grade, 4.0; Bill Gray,
Jeannie Rushing, James Ma-
thias, Dan Cunningham, Robert
Burrow, Marilyn Lawson, Cathy
McKinney, Philip Wiley,
11th Grade,3.0; Eloise Wilson,
Debra Dedmon, Joe Gardner,
Charles Elliott, Donna Cathey,
Gar} Johns, Vickie Hudson,
Greg Bondurant, Greg Rose,
Joyce King, Linda Ferrell, Han-
nah Wheeler, Susan Hale, Don-
nie Crews, Bob Winston, Van-
gie Walker, Tommy Wright,
Ginger Fields,
10th Grade, 4.0; Andrea Alley,
Patricia Counsel], Allen Bad-
DELEGATES TO KENTUCKY GIRLS STATE: (from left) Cathy Clifton, Georgia Ereek and
*Remit* Eve Nelson.
Cathy tlifton, Georgia Brock
Selected For "Girls State"
Two Fulton High School jun-
iors have been selected for the
American Legion-sponsored
"Kentucky Girls State • June
12-17 to be held at Morehead
State University.
The students are Cathy Clif-
ton, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
O.K. Clifton, and Georgia
Brock, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
WEATHER REPORT
(From cornet readings sal
rear& et Am Hale, Sew*
Talten.)
MARCH 1972
bate High Low Prestos.
1 68 59 .61r
(Severe storm 11 - 30 pm; winds
hi 60 mph, hail: much damage
in area)
2 66 26 .36r.s1
(Storm continued, much cold-
er. freezing rain and sleet).
3 34 26 • ....... .00
4 42 31 .20r
5 49 26 .00
7 57 48 .''Sr
(r) reaa, (a) mife,
George Brock.
An alternate delegate, Eve
Nelson, was also named. She
is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Andrew Nelson.
Selections were based on
leadership, character and hon-
esty, scholarship, cooperative-
ness and community parti.tipa-
tion ani service.
The annual *Girls State is
sponsored by the American
Legion Auxiliary of the Depart-
ment of Kentucky. Delegates
participate In a 5-day exercise
as members of a mythical state
with different branches of gov-
ernment patterned after those
of Kentucky, conducting their
own elections and performing
the duties to which elected. In
legislative assembly they intro-
duce and argue their own bills.
For AO
Shavers Al:
HEWS
.,Cmn
RESERVATIONS
Reservations for the Jaycette
Bridge Benefit to be held
March 14 at the Woman's Club
may be made by calling Mrs.
Dee McClay 4724165 or Mrs.
Mary Jo Irvin, 479-3092.
FRI.. SAT., SUN..
MARCH 10-11-12
ADULTS ONLY
Under 8 Not Admitted!
AIsPIANGI
threesome
NO FOIS001N IS V! AKA*
JUDY CROWN • Marron. y..,.,, • rin. Stones*. •
LeMa Harne • Preben KM • W•1141. by Ilmbreli Pressman
Dirembee by Lee Coale • Coke by Tesanirm
— PLUS — —
wEddloN Nick
DENNIS WATERMAN
TESSA WYATT
mon, Sharye Owens, Vickie
Ferguson, Gwen Browder, Don-
ald Lewis, Robin Milner, Kathy
Hale,
10th Grade, 3.0, Dennis
Burke, Kenneth Crabtree, Sus-
an Morris, Elizabeth Wilson,
Mark Rose, Vickie Cruce,
Steve Taylor, Daniel Puckett,
Jeff Gilbert, Teresa Holman,
Steve Waldrop, Myra Atkins,
Stan Powell, Wayne Campbell,
Mark Robey, Dick Green, Doe
Green, Richard Parham, Katie
Malray, Michelle Morris, Sher-
ry Atkins, Priscilla Johnson,
Susan Watts;
9th Grade, 4.0; Sheree Bro-
thers, Wanda Dunavant, Fonda
Bondurant, Steve Wilkerson,
Debra McGurie, Ted Owen, Lisa
Butler, Bryon Gurley, Thomas
Kelley;
9th Grade, 3.0; Terry Byrd,
Donna King, Mike Vaughn, Deb-
orah Jackson, Candida Walker,
Tom Lewis, Laquita Pirtle,
Mary Katherine Johnsen, Cam-
ela Elliott, Steven Pickle, Vick-
ie Cranford, Carolyn Cantrell,
Kathy Dixon, Robert Holman.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals an
Wednesday, March 8;
HILL VIEW
Ruby Collins, Evelyn Howard,
Water Valley, Birdie Rice,
Margaret Lawson, Resale
Bradshaw, Hickman; Beulah
Gardner, Martin; AnnieHarris-
moms, Union City; Evelyn By-
num, Charles Parks, Mary Nell
Lowe, Tommie Nell Gordon,
South Fulton; Aline Williams,
Jim Pate Lee, Teresa Patter-
son, Vickie Collins, Buford
Huffman, Fulton.
FULTON
May Byars, Sandra Walker,
Dukedom, Emma Ellison, Hick-
WW1; Jessie Evans , Fannie
Mobbs, Union City, Versa Hop-
kins, Wingo, Weslie Jackson,
Crutchfield, Allie K. Roberts,
Dettale Robey, Water Valley;
Elizabeth Sadler, Martin; J.E.
Williams, Clinton; Robert How-
ell, I.P. Kendall, Francis San-
ders, Ruth Stallin, Bessie Wade,
Leas° Moore, South Fulton; Hub
Board, Katherine Bradley, Es-
telle Brooks, Lester Brown,
Wattle Essary, Nora Hicks, E-
lizabeth Joyner, Dexter Kim-
▪ Ronald Kirby, Mary Kate
McMillin, Emily Nall, Marie
Newbern, Dottie Pursell, Turn-
er Pursell, Mr. and Mrs. Buf-
ord Sisson, Thadd Show, Ruth
Terry, Cattle Walker, Pearlie
Ward, Roberta Clark, John E.
Barham, Nora Humphery, Guy
Fry, Fulton.
BAND TO APPEAR
frukon City High School's
Band, under the dinsotion of
Cooper Patterson, will present
Ate winter concert on Tuesday.
March 21, at 8 p.m. at the
new school. The band members
will be appearing for the first
dime in their recently purchas-
ed concert uniforms. A dona-
tion of $1.00 for adults and 76c
lor students is the price of ad-
mission.
• •••-mernem m •
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New FraudLaw Aims To Stop
Swindlers And "Con" Men
FRANKFORT, Ky.---A
state legal official says
Kentucky's new consumer
fraud law will help end a
"happy hunting ground" in
the commonwealth for con
men and swindlers.
Just signed into law by
Gov. Wendell H. Ford, the
measure outlaws "false,
misleading or deceptive" sales
practices and empowers the
attorney general to seek
restraining orders and
injunctions against violators.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Robert V.
Bullock says the law is long
overdue because other states
already have enacted consumer
protection laws.
"It is my impression that
Kentucky, as a result of not
having adequate consumer
fraud law, has become a
'happy hunting ground' for the
con man and swindler,"
Bullock said in a recent
Interview. "The state of
consumer affairs has become
progressively worse as other
states have enacted consumer
fraud laws and we have failed
to do so.
"With this new law we can
begin making sure Kentucky is
no longer a haven for the
dishonest businessman."
Bullock, who heads the
attomey general's Consumer
Protection Division, also
stressed the importance of
several other consumer
protection bills now pending
In the House of Representa-
tives which, with the fraud
law, would provide a legal
weapon against swindlers.
In the past a victim of
business trickery had lade
recourse other than contacting
the Better Business Bureau or
the virtually powerless and
now defunct Citizens'
Commission on Consumer
Protection.
When the new law becomes
effective in mid-June, the
Consumer Protection Division
will be able to insestigate
suspected violators, subpoena
witnesses, hold hearings,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
impound records and move in
circuit court for injunctions to
prohibit illegal practices.
Also a private citizen will
be able to sue for damages
caused by illegal activities.
Violators will be subject to
$2000-per-violation fines.
Businesses violating any
injuction issued under the law
will receive fines up to
$25,000.
Bullock stressed the law is
aimed at swindlers and
provides protection for honest
businessmen.
He noted section 16 which
allows a businessman to apply
In circuit court for an order to
protect himself from "any
unreasonable investigation"
taken under the law.
"This measure was put into
the law specifically so that if
anyone felt they were being
harassed by the attorney
general under this law, they
could get an order stopping
such action," Bullock said.
He said his division also will
handle consumer complaints
not involving fraud or
deception
"The vast majority (of
consumer complaints) involve
a misunderstanding and not
fraud," he noted. "Often
someone will complain of
ordering a blue carpet and
receiving a green one.
Obviously this is a case of
misunderstanding, not fraud or
deception. In these cases we
will try to mediate and be at
helpful as we can. But we
would not go to court on such
a matter."
The law also provides for a
16-member Consumer's
Advisory Council which the
governor will appoint within
60 days after July 1.
It also provides for a
consumer education program
which is now being planned to
alert buyers to false practices.
The division now is producing
a consumer education film
along similar lines.
The News takes Pleasure in
wishing the following friends
"Happy Birthday":
Christine Batts. Maggie Con-
nor. Brooks Hendersan. March
9; Harmon Reams, Wayne An-
derson, Jim Bushart. Mrs. Pm,
Green, Kim Hogg. Mardi 10:
Sara Alieton, Suzette McMor-
ries, Wanda Sue Yates, March
11: Mrs. Maria Markley, Mrs
Allen Jones, T. D. Morris
March 12: Carl Young, Rex
Frielcis, T. C. Taylor. Sam
Ames. Gayle Kimbell, March
; A. B. Roberts, March 14;
Mrs. John E. Bard, Mrs. R. MI,
Lowry, Jimmy Allen Vaughn.
Cindy Oraven, William D.
Yates, March 15.
LIST HOLIDAYS
The Retail Merchants Bureau
in a recent meeting designated
the following as holidays to be
observed this year: Memorial
Day, Fourth of July, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christ-
mas Day and New Yetie5
No uniform decision has been
made on the Wednesday after-
noon closing during the suromer
months.
LP.
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Someone is waiting for you to get
in' touch.
Dial them long distance. Today.
Dialing direct is easy. Here's how: Just dial "1," plus the area
code (if it's different from yours), plus the number. It's quicker than
placing your call through the operator—more personal too! So dial
distance direct, and save.
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Minnice Vincent, 54, former
state highway employee, died
suddenly Sunday, March 5, at
3 p.m. at his home in Duke-
dom. •
Born September 1, 1917 in
Weakley County, Tennessee, he
was the son of Mrs. Maud Mc-
Clain Vincent and the late Rube
Vincent. He formerly operated
a feed mill in Dukedom and was
a MUM. He was also a member
of the Fulton Elks Club.
Survivors include his mother,
his wife, Mrs. Mary Jane Vin-
cent, Memphis, three daugh-
ters, Mrs. James Lowry, Bir-
mingham, Alabama, Mrs. Rob-
ert Ward, Frankfort, Kentucky
and Mrs. Cortice Stinnett, Jack-
son; six grandchliaren. nevezai
aunts, uncles and cousins also
survive.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, March 7, at the Jack-
son Funeral Home Chapel In
Dukedom, with the Rev. Nor-
man Crittenden and the Rev.
Bill Smalling officiating. In-
terment was in Oak Grove Gem -
etery.
John E. Barham
John Ernest Barham, a pa-
tient at McAlister's Rest Home
for several years, died at the
Fulton Hospital at 9.30 a.m.
Wednesday, March 8. He was
83 years old.
Born July 23, 1888 in Henry
County, Tennessee, he was the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Barham, He was a re-
tired farmer and a veteran
of World War I,
Survivors include a brother,
Henry Barham, Crutchfield; a
sister, Miss Maggie Barham,
Crutchfield; two nieces, Mrs.
Ira Roberson, and Mrs. Martha
Barham, both of Crut
two nephews, Charles and Mar-
shall Ray Barham, both of
Crutchfield.
Services will be held at 2 p.m.
Friday, March 10 at the Horn-
beak Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. Fred Thomas officiating.
Interment will be in Union Cem-
etery.
Four Fi4t4N1 County groups
atainhong the first to vote to
elidtiree the activities of the
Fulton County FFA Chapter in
the Building Our American.
Communities (BOAC) develop-
ment projects.
The Sail Conservation Ser-
vice Board of Directors became
the First group to approve the
project and unanimously voted
to become actively involved in
oaordinating the 9CS communi-
ty projects with FFA activities.
Charles ALlen Everett, Route 4,
was selected by the SCE Board
to represent them on the Com-
munity Development 'Panel
(OW).
Farm Bureau President Reg-
inald "Slim" Williamson re-
ports action by the Farm
Bureau board of directors to
tooPerate in the national BOAC
project with the FFA.
The Fulton Parks Commis-
sion headed by Louis Weaks is
working with the FFA Chapter
in a renovation of die Fuiton
Parks' landscape as a part of
the 1972 BOAC project. "This
Fulton group bermes first
from that city to participate in
any of the FFA's BOAC activi-
ties and we are gnateful for the
opportunity to work with Ful-
ton citizens in BOAC." says
FFA BOAC Co-Chairman Bob-
by Bloodworth.
Recent action by the Fulton
County Teachers Association
has set up a pilot project in
environmental education with
the Kentucky Education Asso-
ciation to include the FF\A's
BOAC project activities. 'FCTA
President Agnes Sublette says
the association will appoint a
committee to coordinate all en-
vironmental education efforts
In our Fulton County Schools
Including the nation-wide FFA
BOAC project.
Vets Rep Due
Mr. H.S. Miles, contact rep-
resentative of the Bureau of
Veterans affairs, will be pre-
sent on March 17, 1972 at the
Chamber of Commerce in Ful-
ton, Ky., to assist veterans
and their dependents with
claims for benefits due them as
a result of their military ser-
vice. He will be present from,
9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
Catacombs Are 25
To 70 Feet Deep
ROME—Dug as burial places
between the first and fourth cen-
turies A.D., Rome's catacombs
tunnel about 030 acres beneath
the city at depths ranging from
25 to 70 feet. Apart from a few
Jewish graves that preceded
them, the catacombs were large-
ly the work of the early Chris-
Mrs. Mary Clark
Mrs. Mary Clark, wife of Fe-
lix Clark, Fulton IC employee
and resident of 412 Carr Street,
died in the Baptist Memorial
Hospital in Memphis, on Tues-
day, February 29. The Clarks
have been residents of Fulton
for the past three years.
Besides her husband, she
leaves two sons, her mother and
a brother,
Services were held Friday,
March 3 in Okolona, Mississ-
ippi with interment In the city
cemetery there.
Thomas Leslie Irvine, 75,
died at 7.10 p.m. Sunday, March
5, at the Fulton Hospital follow-
ing a long illness.
Survivors include a daugh-
ter, Mrs, Sara Workman, Ful-
ton; a sister, Mrs. Lean Lee,
Bardwel I ; two nephews, Charles
Irvine and Bill Irvine both of
Jackson, Michigan; three
grandchildren, Ann, Andy, and
Joe Mac Workman, all of Ful-
ton.
Services were held Tuesday,
March 7, at 10 a.m. at the
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home in Clinton, with the Rev.
Charles McKenzie officiating.
Interment was in the Clinton
cemetery.
Lavon Perry
• Levan Perry, seven -m ont h-
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nathanial Perry, Clinton, died
at 6 a.m. Thursday, March 2.
Survivors include her par-
ents; a sister, Miss Lashawn
Perry; a brother Nathanial
Perry, Jr., both of Clinton.
Funeral services were held
at 2 p.m. Friday, March 3, at
the Hopkins and Brown North
oiench Funeral Home in Clin-
ton.
Leiters To Editor
Seventh-day Adventist Church
Ill Jefferson Street
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Editor
Fulton County News
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Dear sir
St. Partick's Day this year
gives us a lot to reflect on.
I can't help thinking of the
chaos that exists in that un-
happy land where Christians
battle Christians instead of dr-
iving out snakes as St. Partick
was reputed to have done.
It is difficult for me to com-
prehend how a Christian of any
faith can resort to violence 1.1
he is truly following the example
of the Prince of Peace. What
has happened to us? Have we
lost our perspective of what is
important, of what is of eternal
worth and what is temporary and
purely of materialistic origin?
I know that from time to time
the President of the United
States proclaims a day of pray-
er for Ireland and for the sur-
vival of real Christianity and
Christian love. It might be
better than a green stripe down
Broadway or a parade of little
men in green.
In the Fulton Seventh-day
Adventist church, I have asked
that on March 17 all our mem-
bers pray especially for peace
in Ireland. I hope that others
will Join us.
Sincerely,
Pastor Bill Strong
On Social
Security?
Check This!
The Social Security Admin-
istration issued the following
reminder this week to persons
who receive social security
checks:
If you received at least one
social security check in 1971
and also worked and earned
over $1680 by the end of that
year, you must file an annual
report with the Social Security
Administration by Monday
April 1'1, 1972.
In order to complete this 
report, you must have the fol-
lowing information.
I. Total earnings as an
employee and the months you
did not earn over $140;
2. If self-employed, you must
furnish your gross earnings, net
earnings, and the months you
were not active in your
business.
If you have not received an
annual report form from Social
Security by the middle of March
1972, be sure to get in touch
with your local Social Security
Office.
TVA Planner
Due At Fulton
FULTON, Ky.—TVA Planner
Jane Cummins will present the
townlift desgin proposals for re-
vitalizing downtown Fulton and
suggest ideas for implementing
these proposals at a meeting
Thursday at 7:30 at pie Corn-
flare. munity Center on Carr Street.
Liberty Super Market
Sewn Pelson, Tennessee
Hickman, Ky.
Hornbeak Funeral Home
S2 Carr Street
Fuftee, Ky. 4724411
SV/ITZERIAND TO SAN DI DO VIA FULTON: Harriet Morgan (center) paid • visit iast
weekend to Fulton minute to her horn* in San Diego after a two-year residence in Switzer-
land. The visit, a pleasant surprise for all concerned, brought together cousins Paul Westphal-
ing III and Mary Jo tufts, whom she had never met. Harriet is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. morgari of San Diego.
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The members of the Fulton
Seventh-day Adventist church
are planning on haveing 'Home
Coming and Visitors Day' Sab-
bath March 11, stated Mr. Robert
W. Taylor, Superintendent of the
Sabbath School, this morning
and that all members, former
members and visitors are urged
to attend this special day.
Mr. Taylor also stated that
the class discussion will focus
on the meaning and purpose of
worship and ways of worship-
ping. The therapeutic value of
worship will also be a part of
the du ic us ;ton.
The General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists' has de-
signated Saturday, March II, as
Visitors Day in its churches
all around the world.
Coming for this spacial
"Home Coming and Visitors
Day" will be several singers
from Southern Missionary Col-
lege, Collegedale, Tennessee.
Everyone has a. special invita-
tion to attend and worship.
The church is located at Ill
Jefferson Street in Fulton.Sab-
bath School will begin at 9:30
a.m., Saturday morning wor ship
service will be at 11.00 a.m. The
Pastor Bill Strong will be doing
the preaching.
Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation Years —
* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton Phew 235-2293
Phone 172-1853
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Grestrifitid, Tone.
The beautiful Hairli-
nes* Myer of 'tale
Uniiernity
lia•en. Connecticut.
The big city financier,
and the penniless hobo
have one thing in com-
mon—and that is the
completeness of birth
and death. To one as to
the other no thing is
more precious than a
burdened conscience
and the soul's peace.
And both shall find them
In the Church of their
faith. When were you
last in your church?
EMMY
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms . The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
M & El Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 172•9060
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 2314155
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—er at your deer
Fulton, Ky. 172-3311
Fulton Electric Systeme
PlAten, Kentucky
3011 Main $treet 412-1312
E. W. James and Sons
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Fulton County bankers commend accomplishments in
Nearly 150 awards were presented to Fulton
County students in recognition of their leader-
ship and ability in agriculture, home economics
and related fields Monday night by the Fulton
County Bankers Association.
The 17th awards banquet was held at the
Holiday Inn in Fulton, sponsored by the Citizens
Bank in Hickman, the Fulton and City National
Banks in Fulton, in co-operation with the Future
Farmers of America (FFA), the Farmer's Home
Administration and Fulton County Soil and
Water conservation district.
The list of the winners in the 29 categories
is as follows.
4-H AREA CHAMPIONS
Presented by: Mrs. W.B. Sow-
ell, a Director Fulton County
Extension Board.
Presented to: Richard White,
Ronnie Adams, Freida Sim-
mons, Susan Adams, Cindy 0,
Conner Rita Farmer, Debbie
Castleman, Ronnie Workman,
Linda Workman, Jeannie Tur-
ner.
FULTON COUNTY 4-H ELEC-
TRIC AWARD
Presented by: John West, Man-
ager Hickman-Fulton Counties
RECC
Presented to: Jim Moss
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
Presented by: Mr. Bobby Mc-
Cord
The Livestock Judging and Seed
Identification Contests rep-
resent an outstanding opportun-
ity for young people to learn-
by doing, as the FFA Motto
-states. Selected to represent
the Fulton County FFA Chapter
at the Kentucky State Fair in
Louisville last August on the
Livestock Judging Team were
Max Wilson, Doug Goodman,
and Pat Lattus. Larry Cagle
received blue ribbon for dairy
herding. Dan Sheehan repre-
sented the Chapter in the State
Seed Identification Contest at
the fair.
4-H RALLY DAY CHAMPIONS
Presented by: Mrs. Lanett'
Allen, Principal Carr Elemen-
tary School.
Presented to: Richard White,
Ronnie Adams, Tommy Curlth,
Janice Harrison, Rita Farmer,
Cindy O'Conner, Bart Good-
man, Dinah Sowell, Lori Wil-
liams, Terry Abney, Ellen Ad-
ams, Jiriet Adams, Debbie Cas-
Homan, Gloria Roberson, Ann
Austin.
4-H CLUB YOUTHFAIR CHAM-
PIONS.
Presented by: Richard Adams,
president Fulton County 4-H
Council
Presented to: Joyce Cham-
berland, Paul Moreland, Randy
Moreland, Jessie McNeill, Ann
Austin, Ronnie Workman, Joyce
Chamberland, Betty Austin,
Cindy Moss, Jean McMullin,
Debbie O'Connor, Cindy Adams,
Ginger Yarbro, Shirley Mc-
Clellan, Debbie Castelman
Janice Harrison, Ellen Adams.
GOODYEAR CONSERVATION
AWARD: OUTSTANDING CO-
OPERATOR
Presented by: Charles A, Ever-
ett, Member, Board of Super-
visors, Fulton County Soil &
Water Conservation District
Presented to: John P. Wilson
4-H COUNTY STYLE REVIEW
CHAMPIONS
(Top) Doug Goodman, a student at Fulton County High School
was awarded the outstanding senior in agriculture in Fulton
County award. Doug's presentation was made for his work In
farming. — (Second from top) Fulton County High School Saluta-
torian Jean Turner won the "I Dare You Award" for her action
which "demonstrates the potential for a high degree of Nader-
ship, citizenship and achievement." Miss Turner was approved
for the award by a committee in St. Louis. — (Second from bot-
tom) Presented the master conservationist awards by the Fulton
County Soil and Water Conservation District, were Brady Wil-
liamson and Alfred Stepp. Williamson was cited for his work
on • 21S-acre farm; Stepp for his conservation practices on
3,000 acres in the Hickman Bottoms. — (Bottom) County 4-Wer
Kathy Clifton was presented as the area's only winner at the
Kentucky State Fair. She was given is trophy and blue ribbon,
Plus a check won in he home furnishing judging competition a
t
the State Fair, which was held in Louisville.
Youth Fair: Susan Adams, Bet-
ty Austin, Lynn Jones, Shirley
McClellan, Ginger Yarbro, Jan-
et Adams, Nancy Taylor.
4-H POSTER-ART CONTEST
WINNERS
Presented by: Mrs. Blanche
most
Moses, 4-H Leader
Presented to: Sheri Remit,
Teresa Williams, Linda Wea-
therly, Deborah Lucy, Belinda
Barnett.
4-H MEMBERS WHO ATTEND-.
ED THE WASHINGTON OLDER
YOUTH CONFERENCE, THE
FONTANA RESOURCE CON-
FERENCE AND 4-H AMBASS-
ADORS CAMP
Presented by: Billy Mbar,
Guidance Counselor FultonCitY
Schools.
Presented to: Beverly Card-
well, Ginger Yarbro, Jessie
McNeill, Tim Langford, David
Adams, Barry Cardwell, Janet
Adams, Debbie Castleman,
Jeannie Turner.
HORTICULTURE AWARD
Presented by: James M. Ev-
erett
Presented to: Mike Phipps
HONOR AWARDS
Presented by: Roy M. Taylor,
Secretary, Fulton County Soil
Bt Water Conservation District
Presented to: James Griffin,
Agronomist and editors of The
Fulton Daily Leader, The Fulton
County News and The Hickman
Courier.
4-H COUNTY RECORDS
CHAMPIONS
Presented by: Harold Pewitt,
Chairman Fulton County Exten-
sion Board.
Presented to: Ann Austin, Jean
Turner, Jean McMullin, Ronnie
Workman, Linda Workman.
SOIL JUDGING TEAM
Each year the local FFA Chap-
ter selects and trains a soil
judging team to compete in the
District Contest. Last year the
team representing the chapter
at Maifield in the District Con-
test received a blue ribbon.
Awards were presented to the
following: Paul Williams, Rog-
er Adams, Larry Cagle, Trent
Snead.
CHAPTER STAR FARMER
Presented by: Production
Credit Association
Presented to Max Wilson
•I DARE YOUR AWARD
Presented by: Roy Logan, Prin-
cipal Cayce Elementary School
Presented to: Jean Turner
FFA SPEAKING CONTEST
Presented by Harold Rice
Presented to: Danny Duncan and
Frankie Johnson.
MASTER CONSERVATIONIST
AWARDS;
Presented by: Charles E.
Wright, Chairman, Board of
Supervisors, Fulton County Soil
& Water Conservation District
Presented to: Brady William-
son and Alfred Stepp
GREENHAND DEGREE
Presented to: Greg Chandler.
COUNTY 4-H JUDGING ACTIV-
ITIES CHAMPIONS
Presented by: Sara Beans, Ex-
tension Assistant
Presented to: Terry Taylor,
Barbara Smith, Cathy Clifton,
Debbie O'Connor, Janet Adams,
Valerie Garrison.
OUTSTANDING FULTON
COUNTY 4-H CLUB MEMBERS
Pi esented by: Harold Hender-
son, vice-president of the
Fulton Bank
Presented to: James Richard
Williams, Ann Austin, Janet
Adams, David Adams.
NATIONAL FFA DELEGATES
Presented by. Reginald Wil-
liamson
Presented to: Doug Goodman,
Da tici Adams, Pat Lattus, Bobby
Bloodworth, and Max Wilson.
4-H KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
WINNER
Presented by: Richard Wilker-
son, Principal Hickman Ele-
mentary School
Presented to: Kathy Clifton
FARM BUREAU CHAMPIONS
Presented by: Mrs. Richard
Adams, Farm Bureau Women's
Chairman
Presented to: Doug Goodman,
Debbie Castleman, Joyce
(Top) Named as outstanding Fulton County 4-H Club members
at Monday night's awards presentation are (left to right) David
Adams, Janet Adams and Ann Austin. James Richard Williams
was not present for the picture. — (Middle) Representatives from
Fulton County's Future Farmers of America (FFA) chapter
were awarded plaques by Ken Heath of the Farmer's Home Ad-
ministration (FHA) for planting 24,000 pine trees as part of a
national "building our communities project." Receiving the
swards are (left to right) Doug Goodman, David Adams, Bobby
Bloodworth, Max Wilson and Pat Lattus. — (Bottom) Harold
Garrison, superintendent of Fulton County Schools presented
these high school and grade school students certificates for plac-
ing "tops" in their respective schools in the Fulton County soil
and water conservation district essay contest. Pictured are
(front row) Lori McMinn, Cayce Elementary School; Ann Aus-
tin, Fulton County High School; Sonia Brown, Western Elemen-
tary School. (back row) Penny Parnell, Hickman Elementary
School; Christine R. Jones, Fulton High School and Hunter B.
Whitesell, Carr Elementary School.
Chamberland, Susan Caldwell,
-Mrs. W 13, Sowell, Miss Nancy
Taylor, Miss Carol Cardwell.
BOAC AWARD
Presented by: Ken Heath
Presented to: Fulton County
FFA
DISTRICT BEEF CHAMPIONS
AT MURRAY DISTRICT SHOW
AND SALE
Presented by: Elbert Burcham,
President of the Citizens Bank
Presented to: Jeannie Turner,
Lou Ann Turner.
OUTSTANDING SENIOR IN AG-
RICULTURE
Presented by Roy Bard
Presented to Doug Goodman
SOIL CONSERVATION ESSAY
CONTEST WINNERS
Pt esented by: Harold Garris-
on, Supt. of Fulton County
Schools
1st Place County Winner: Ann
Austin.
2nd Place County Winner: Penny
Parnell
School Winners: Christine R.
Janes, Ann Austin, Lori Mc-
Minn, Sonia Brown, Penny Par-
nell, Hunter B, Whitesell.
Grade Winners: Lori McMinn.
Sonia Brown, Annie Mae Cook,
David Black, Penny Parnell,
Hunter WhItesell, Christine
Jones, Doug Voorhees, Ann
Austin, Roger Castleman,
Freddie Gadberry, Patty Crad-
dock, Marsha Harris and Glenda
Shadowens.
agriculture•
FFA Announces Community
Development Plans For '72
The Fulton County FFA C hap-
ter today announces plans for
the Building Our American
Communities (BOAC) Project
for this year in which the local
chapter won national acclaim in
1971.
In special sessions with
School Superintendent Harold
Garrison, the FCHS Principal
Bobby McCord, FFA represent-
atives finalized goals, plans and
procedures for community de-
velopment activities. FFA re-
presentatives were President
Doug Goodman, Reporters
Jamie Alexander and Dennis
Cole, BOAC Co-Chairman Bob-
by Bloodworth and Sam Cole,
and Advisors Bobby Evans and
in no; M Everett.
Goals announced for the new
year include:
I. 3000 community citizens
directly involved
2. 300 FCHS students direct-
ly involved
3. 1500 Elementary students
actively involved
4. Wont through Fulton
County Teachers Association
5. FFAChapter be the Na-
tional BOAC Winner.
Objectives announced for the
new year include:
I. Unite commuyity dir.t--
ences through cooperation
2. Provide disadvantaged
families and dropouts incentive
for community building activ-
ities
3. Alert community of po-
tentials and encourage action
4. Capitalize on natural bea-
uty of Fulton County
5. Involve youth for future
benefits
6. Activate the Community
Development Panel(CDP)
Chairman Bloodwoe'l ;Al
:ole emphasized that one of the
major objectives*is to coordin-
ate all organizations in Fulton
County, the City of Hickman and
the City, of Fulton to become
directly involved In promoting
community development activi-
ties and community pride among
citizens."
Plans are being made for or-
ganizing a Community Develop-
ment Panel (CDP) made up of all
organizations in thecounty. The
purpose of this group would be to
direct all organizational pro-
jects in community development
toward the same goals.
•Many times we could all
work together in these projects
of the area and oe able to real-
ize results much quicker and
realize more community bene-
fits," says FFA President
Goodman. *The FFA is in-
terested in helping the com-
munity achieve the goals set
by organizations, citizens and
businesses. Joint efforts in
all projects would be an asset
to each organization involved
and to the community,' added
Goodman.
'Our personal goal for the
FFA is to be the National Win-
ning Chapter in BOAC,but we
are interested in seeing Fulton
County as the ideal place to
live and work," reports FFA
Reporter Jamie Alexander.
'Before young people will come
back to Fulton County to live
and raise families, we must
realize that we need to be act-
ively interested in making it •
better place for them," added
Alexander.
In 1971 the FFA Chater won
the Purchase District BOAC
Award, the Kentucky BOAC A-
ward, placed second in the Cen-
tral Region of thirteen states
and placed in the top twenty
chapters of the nation winning
the highest Gold Emblem award.
VOC ATONAL
Continued from page one
strucrurally designed so that
future expansion is possible
without changing function and
symmetry of the building. It
will have brick masonry ex-
terior colored metal trim. Ap-
proximately 10,000 square feet
of the building will be air con-
ditioned. The heating will be a
force air system with gas fired
boilers.
The estimated construction
cost of the building is $552,000.
Approximatlev Sinn ono a the
grant will be utilized to fur-
nish the shops and offices with
the latest modern equipment.
Construction of the facility
should begin with four months.
The building should be ready for
occupancy within twelvemonths
after the start of construction.
This projected timetable will
enable classes to begin in this
facility by Fall of 1973.
In announcing the grant Mr.
Garrison told the- News: 'The
vocational training school in
Hickman would not be possible
without the complete support
of my school board members
and the business and civic com-
munity in Hickman.
'In addition, the offices of
Senators John Sherman Cooper,
Marlow Cook and Congressman
Frank Albert Stubblefield have
been of incalculable assistance
in keeping abreast of our ap-
plication with the proper Fed-
eral agencies.
'Our representatives in the
Kentucky General Assembly,
together with other state ed-
ucational leaders have brought
about this tremendous asset, not
only to Fulton and Hickman
County, but to a wide area in
West Kentucky and West Tenn-
essee,' he said.
GOLF PRO...
Continued from page one
event.' beamed Brooks. Last
year, because of the 9-hole
limitation on the course, only
120 golfers were allowed to
play in the weekend tournament.
*This year, we are going to
increase that number to 240,
because of the additional nine
'The fairways are in excel-
lent shape, the only thing that's
holding up the opening is the
condition of the greens. They
still need a lot of topdressing,
before we can allow any play
on them.'
Brooks says the front nine
holes at the country club will
be opened up for regular play
in about two to three weeks,
with the back nine, the brand
new addition, being ready to
host the pros and duffers alike
in mid-May.
YOUTH ART MONTH
March 1972 has been pro-
claimed by Governor Ford of
Kentucky as "Youth Art
Month" in the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 9, 1972
Accepting an award For distinguished service in the field of telt
cons ***** ion, on behalf of the Hickman Courier, and Fulton
County News, Fulton, is R. Paul Wistpheling Ill, managing
editor of both newspapers.
PILOT'S...
(Continued from Page One)
Just hoping Tilghman thinks the
contest will be so much of a
pushover, they aren't worrying
about us.'
Murphy, when asked about
proposed game strategy, would
only say he is working on one.
"They'll (Paducah) will half
court press us. They're big
and quick but very dumb.'
Murphy said, "we'll Just have to
be at our best to win."
Fulton County drawing Pa-
ducah Tilghman for Tilghman's
first game in the region, has
been described as a "dream
draw' by the Paducah mentor.
But Murphy says drawing Tilgh-
man was also the Pilot's dream
draw. "Whoever wins the region
is going to have to beat Paducah,
and we're glad we have tte first
shot at them.'
As for the size of the re-
spective teams, Paducah has a
slight height advantage in the
guard positions. Paducah's
Mike Arnold at 6'1" and Randy
Dublin at 5'11' have the edge
over Pilot guard Scotty Wright,
who at 5'5• will be the short-
est man on both teams. Five
feet ten inch Robert Cobb, a
senior, will probably get the
other starting assignment at
guard for the Pilots.
However, Paducah's Larry
Herriford will give an inch to
Fulton County's Doug Goodman
who at 6 foot four is one of the
tallest men who will get a start-
ing nod. The other 6'4" starter
will likely be junior Dan Shee-
han for Fulton County who will
play center. At the forward
position, Goodman and 6'1' Ron-
ald Caldwell will face Keith
Collins, 62', and David Bock,
61'.
Murphy says Paducah will
play a zone press throughout
most of the game.
"This might hurt us,' com-
mented Murphy, 'but that's
nothing to worry about.' Our
playmaker, Scotty Wright, will
have to get the ball down court...
then we'll go from there.'
Fulton County's contest with
Paducah Tilghman is scheduled
for Thursday night, 30 minutes
following the first contest,
which starts at 700 p.m.
Mrs. Westpheling...
Continued from page one
program assignments to the
various organizations constitut-
ing the board will be made.
Special committee appoint-
!Hunts will be discussed by the
executive board.
Club Honors
Na!'!. Week
U. S. Senate has designated
the week of March 5th through
11th as National Bela
Week. This is to horror the Bela
Clubs of America and their
members for the work they do
throughout the year, ho' h
scholastically and socially.
In order to become a mem-
ber of the Junior Beta Club a
student must maintain a B-
everage for the school year.
The Cayce Junior Beta Club hue
twenty-nine members.
This year -as projects they
have sold candy, sponsored a
Ram-vest Festival and are pre-
paring a play for production in
April. The profit from candy
provides money for the Spring
banquet and dance. The money
from the Harvest Festival has
been used to purchase an air
conditioner for the library.
During National Beta Week, the
Beta Club members will honor
the Cayce teachers with a
"Teacher Appreciation Day"
and will titian up the school
grounds one day.
The Cayce Junior Beta Club
and the Hickman Junior Beta
Club attended M. S. U's pro-
duction of Dickens' "A Christ-
mas Carol" os -a special outing.
Farm Land - Equipment - Dairy Cattle
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24,000 Dams In U.S.
WASHINGTON — There are
more than 28,000 dams In,the
'United States that hbpound
water for artificial lakes'. •Qf
these, more than 3,300 are high-
er than 50 feet, and many are
higheT than 325 feet.
Women Workers
Double
BONN — More than twice u
many women are working in
West Germany as there were
three years ago. Their total at
mid-71 was 015.000. fully 105
per sent more than In 1968.
Ray's
CALL US 479-9082
Barbecue
9- Pieces of our Fried Chicken $1.99
Broasted Chicken Snack Basket
2 - Pieces of Chicken, Cole Slaw, Rolls
and French Fries 90c
8 - Inch Pizza Made To Order
Shrimp Plate — 21 Count
— A Family Restaurant —
$1.30
$1.60
A whole
new "FEEL"
in the way
your car
handles!
HERCULES
BELTED RADIAL
2 bead-to-bead plies, 4 belts!
Proven on Europe's mountain roads,
the best handling tires you can
own, especially at high speed. Ra-
dial plies are tough Polyester,
topped by 4 soft-riding rayon cord
belts. No tread distortion, great
bad weather tire!
40,000
MILES
Treadwear
Warranty
SCATES
TIRE SERVICE. INC.
Middle Rd. & Mwav 51
Fulton 472-3531
Your independent Hercules dopier knows tires best
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Of interest to Homemakers
Fire-Cured Leaf
Averages $59.96
MURRAY, Ky.,
The final season average .of
dark fire cured tobacco slipped
just under the $430 mark, but
still registered an increase of
almost 17 per hundred over the
price paid for the 1970 crop.
Holmes Ellis, executive di-'
rector of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Associ-
ation, said the association's fin-
al figures showed the Murray
and Mayfield markets sold more
than 7.8 milion pounds of dark
fired leaf at an average price
of $59.96 per hundred pounds.
Ellis said the 1971 crop also
exceeded the 1970 offerings by
more than a million pounds.
Only slightly more than 6.5 mil-
lion pounds of dark leaf was
said for an average price of
$53.13 per hundred pounds, or
$6.83 under the present season's
We Have The
— Go Go Girl
— Little Jewel
— Crappie Stopper
— Double Catch
Croppie Rigs
We Make Keys
Railroad Salvage
Comply
Lake? $t. — Fulton, K.
$75.00 Worth of F-R-E-E Fabrics
With purchase of
any new
SINGER
Touch -'N - Sew
Sewing Machine!
— Your Choice of Fabrics, and
— Your Choice of Cabinet
or Carrying Case
— Hurry In Howl
REPOSSESSED
1
Singer Touch 'N Sew if attrac-
tive Walnut console. 'You can
pay off balance or pickup pay-
ments of only $13 month.
FIRE- DAMAGED
Singer Slant-O-Matic; sews like
a charm.
$68.00
Full price for this reconditioned
machine.
FULTONSinger SEWING CENTER
"Your Local SINGER Dealer"
Phone 479-1922 701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton
average price.
Murray's closing sale saw a
total of 51,726 pounds of leaf
sell for an average price of
$47.42, while the Mayfield mar
ket closed its season selling
66,568 pounds for an average
price of $44.25 per hundred.
The declining average price
pulled Murray's seasonal aver-
age down to $60.54 per hundred
pounds on 3.992,596 pounds of
leaf sold. Mayfield meanwhile,
saw its seasonal average skid
to $59.35 on 3,649,560 pounds of
dark fired leaf.
Ellis said the association had
hoped to top the $60 for the
season, but the slumping prices,
primarily on the final two sales
sessions on both markets, pulled
the average down. However,
growers can hardly complain,
he noted, with an increase in
production of more than a mil-
lion pounds, and the price in-
crease of almost $7.
Increase Yield
Of Small Grain
A University of Tennessee
agronomist reminds farmers that
Mumayan Is Author
Of Sociology Textbook
MURRAY, Ky. — Dr. Dennis
E. Poplin, associate professor
of sociology and anthropology at
Murray State University, has
written a sociology textbook
scheduled for release by the
publisher in mid-March.
Published by The Mccmillan
Company of New York, the book
is entitled "Communities: A
Survey of Theories and Methods
of Research."
Poplin, who joined the faculty
g1 FEDERAL INCOME TAX SERVICELet us prepare your income tax forms
FEDERATED
INCOME TAX
• OUR WORK IS QUICK,
CONVENIENT, ACCURATE
• OUR NATIONWIDE SERVICE CAN
SERVICE SAVE YOU TIME, EFFORT & MONEY
Courteous LOW' PRICES PROVPT SERI'ICE
(lompeteni MRS. JOANN POYNER
Confidential WATER 
VALLEY, KY.
I Located 2 miles of Water V•Ilay - just off
Conscientious
1 Highway 94 — 
Please Phone 355-2291.
at Murray State in the fall of in the book was to draw 
together
1971, explained the nature of and to organize some of the
the book this way: more significant work 
into a
"A great amount of research more coherent framework,"
has been done on commtmIty life -- —
in urban, rural and suburban A cubic yard of sand weighs
type environments. My purpose 1.3 tons.
CLEAN & STEAM
FULL GARMENT 89c
* GARMENTS 49c
CASH and CARRY
at our office.
OK Parisian Laundry
and Cleaners
218 E. State Line Phone 472-1300
yields from small grain used for
either pasture or grain or both
can be increased by applying a
nitrogen topcicessing, .
"Use 30 pounds of nitrogen per
acre for small grain lobe used for
either late winter-early spring
pastures or grain production," I
.."should be applied between1"
says Donald D Howard, assistant
professor with U-T's Agricultural
Extension Service. "This rate
1
February 15 and March 15.
/
Higher nitrogen rates generally
increase small grain lodging
problems."
Howard says that producers
who plan to use small grain for
both pasture and grain
production need to apply an
'-
additional 30 pounds, or a total of
so pounds of nitrogen per acre.
"This extra nitrogen ap-
plication keeps reductions in
grain yields due to grazing at a
?minimum," he says. "Apply the •
first 30 pounds between February
I an February .11.;, 1912.
ZEBCO ROD
& REEL
$4.99
We buy-sell-trade
Rifles - Shotguns
Pistols
Leader Sptg. Goods
Upstairs Over Leader Store
LAKE ST. FULTON
BAY FAMILY' SHOE STORE
Kiniucky
SUEDE-SATIONAL
is the peek-thru wedge tiel
4
It's fashion's newest grand opening ... all
'round!
On a wedge heel in beige suede uppers.
FANF'AIES..
occ is coming...
FARMER'S EXCHANGE BANK
** MEMBER FDIC **
t And the Bargains
Are Blooming
Kick the winter habit! Step into spring with exciting new
shoe fashions mooted by 'Charm Step. They're prl000lngly
low priced, tool
In whits
rinkle potent
:Jog heal.
Novelly vomp
slip-on in
while or plo-
krin•
kW Clog 11441 -
High vamp
slip-on with
novelly strop-
WhiM krInkle
paNnt with
clog /.441- r
i.it•nt. Clog
(zci\
at
FULTON, KY.
hp* smoolill
Novelly 4
yelel in
potont. Clog
hoel
in white lido
:
4.ayelor Ile
Spring Charmers by CHARM STV
..:dAe 4.OA jO&tt idea41.
• Straps • ti.. • Slipons
White is right for spring . . . especially when It's
smooth or krInkled patent. Choose from these exciting
shoe styles featuring new heels, now vamp details . . .
all from Charm Step. Sizes 5 to 10.
gmio
FOR SMALL FRY
$4"
GIRLS' KRINKLE PATENT
2-EYELET TIES
Dressy style for Easter t 499
and partying. Bled' kdn- 9,1
III. patent 1 inch h•el.
Slims 8,4 to 4.
BOYS' 2-TONE OXFORDS
Square cap toe style in
smart brown/white com-
bination. leather grained
Sires 81/4 to 4. '699
100% Polyester
DOUBLE KNIT
Spring Fabrics
$ 299yd.
Self designs in diagonal,
ribbed and basket weaves
. . . lust right for spring
fashions. Machine wash-
able . . . won't wrinkle,
sag or bag. Big selec-
tion of newest solid
colors. 58/60 inches
wide.
31/40••
JACQUARD FANCIES
Special $38,8
et go*
SOLIDS & FANCIES
$4808.
• SoH Desrgns
• Diagonal Wrsoves
• 1116bod Wrson•s
• 8440 Wisoves
$799
Comets Advance To Finals
By Dumping Bulldos 109-78
HICKMAN, Ky. - Carlisle
County's Comets are finding
that century mark easier to
come by these days, and Fri-
day night was no exception.
The Comets, heavily favored
to take the First District tour-
nament, presented the Fulton
City Bulldogs with a 199-78 low-
er bracket semifinal decision.
The Comets, polled as the top
team in the region for most of
the season, advance to the
championship game tonight op-
posite Fulton County.
Fulton County scored a dis-
trict upset by upsetting eighth.
rated Hickman County 56 - 46
Thursday night. The Pilots go
into tonight's final clash with a
13-13 slate.
Carlisle, the winningest team
In the region, now stands at
294.
The first period proved to be
a slow start for the Comets.
However, picking up the mo-
mentum mid-way through the
frame, the Comets pulled away
to end the first period 21-13.
Mid-way through the second
period of play, the Bulldogs
fought back to within four
points, 32-28. But the Comets
gathered it all together, and
began to pile on the points.
The teams went to the dress-
ing rooms at halt time with
the Comets ahead by 11, 46-35.
The Bulldogs had-their prob-
lems in the [Midi canto. Re-
turning to the hardwood, the
Comets burned the nets for 37
points while holding Fulton City
to only 19 and ending that frame
with a score of 83-54 showing.
The Bulldogs found the range
In the final frame but could not
make up the deficit. They were
outscored by Carlisle 26-24 in
the last canto for the 31-point
difference.
Fulton City's Mike Smith led
all scongs with a red-hot 29
points. The only other Bulldog
in double figures was Rick Dal-
ton with 18.
Miss Jewell
To Address
Historians
Carlisle County placed seven
players in double figures.
Mickie Thomason set the pace
for the Comets with 19 mark-
ers. Gary Duncan followed with
his 18 points, Mike Woods
cashed 14, Marty Nichols and
Jenkins each collected 10, and
David Pollivick added 13.
The Comets managed 35 of 49
from the gratis stripe for 71 per
cent, and 37 of 76 from the field
for 49 per cent.
The Bulldogs fell behind at
the line with 20 of 35 tries reach-
ing the bottom of the net for
56 per cent. They cashed 29 of
63 from the field for 47 per cent.
The Comets outrebounded Ful-
ton 55 to 48. Nichols was the
leading retriever for Carlisle
with 14.
Carlisle County
CARLISLE CO 0 2131 D4435une5489an 119;418
Fulton City
Thomason 19 W od09)--
t1.7.ekt 40. 
1.43. Moho'. 
io:
FULToi,; 
5 Martin 4. .Hekfn:Irtlicksi2h
T 54. DaltonTharp131=-3, Ck 
't78' Smith 
2.
18
FULTON, Ky, -Miss
Wicks Jewell will be guest speak-
at the spring meeting of the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Society at the Holiday Inn here
March 11 at 6:30 p.m.
R. B. Ligon, president of the
society, said Miss Jewell will
speak on the background and
history of Fulton and Hickman
counties.
Miss Jewell is a member of
the society, a columnist, and
historian of Western Kentucky.
Also during the March 11 pro-
gram, Dr. Hunter Hancock
chairman of the Department of
Biology at Murray State, will
discuss plans for the annual tour
which he directs every fall for
the society.
President elect of the organiza-
tion, Dr. Ray Moneld, will take
office July 1. Miss Margaret
Heath, Benton, is secretary-
treasurer. There are more than
100 members from eight Purch-
ase counties in the society.
WE
RESERVE
THE
RIGHT
TO
LIMIT
FRANKELY SPEAKING:
Oh for the good old days when
the height of juvenile delin-
quency was signing your dad's
name to your report card! ,
- Don I. Frankel.
Ronum Mattresses
Firm
The first mattresses
were filled by Romans about
300 B.C. - with hay, reeds.
wool or feathers.
Little Timber Used
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
-Little more than half of I per
cent of the world's growing stock
of timber is being used annually,
the U.N. reports.
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Coastal Waters Sullied
BOSTON - American industry
pours 5 million tons of waste a
year !to 
life 
panscoasatal water wherenawt
00eal Sensor Acute
BALTIMORE- Nan 1*
searchen have developed an'op-
tkal sensor so acute that it can
ds:set liehlning 100 Mlles awe
WE ACCEPT
U.S.D.A. FOOD
COUPONS
DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY
Al) STARTS WEDNESDAY MORNING ENDS TUESDAY NIGHT
with
coupon
SUNSHINE CRISPY
CRACKERS
lb.
box
SUPER SAVING
At Evans Drug
To %EISA-
I
Watch for our big 1
lc SALE II
Starts Thursday I
i
March 16! 1i
Alberto VO-5 I
Hair Spray i
Hard to hold, 12-oz. I
& Reg; Reg. $1.29
97c
Alka Seltzer
Ws, foil; Reg. $1.19
93c
Haley's MO
16-oz; Reg. Flay.
Reg. $1.29
97c
Family Size
SCOPE
Reg. $1.59
$1.09
Lysol Aerosol
14-ox; Reg. $1.69
$1.19
Baby Magic
Lotion, 9-oz; Reg. $1.29
89c
EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St. Fulton
CHARMIN
TISSUE
roll
pack
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CORN
Cream Style or Whole Kernel
5 0a3ns 89C
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS TOMATO
JUICE
39c46 oz.
6 1/2 oz.
can
with
coupon
FOLGERS
COFFEE
tORlb.can
ARMOUR
TREET
59t12 oz.can
DEL MONTE
TUNA
Chunk Style
39t
ARMOUR'S
CHILI
3
with beans$115 oz.cans
FIRST
CUT
with
coupon
GODCHAUX
SUGAR
290
U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
FRYERS
WHOLE
lb. 290
lb.
bag
U.S. PRIME CHUCK
ROAST
lb. 590
BOSTON BUTT PORK
ROAST
69lb.
LIBERTY
BACON
SLIcED R1NDLESS
69c
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Air Conditioning and heating
FIVE YEAR CX GUARANTEE
Our F Ivo-Year Guarantee
for your new air coneStioning
equipment will take care of
the cost of parts, service labor
and refrigerant for a period of
fire years from the installa-
tion date.
Some of the important fea-
tures of this insured warranty
are:
1. The warranty is non-
cancellable. In dr unlikely
event something should hap-
pen to our company, another
qualified company will con-
tinue to service your equip-
ment through the full Rye-
year period (at no cost to
you.) •
2. The warranty covers air
conditioning equipment in-
stalked at "your address".
This means that it automati-
cally is transferred to a now
owner should you sell.
3. Whenever your air con-
ditioning equipment requires
repair or replacement of a
compel/writ part, wit will per-
form the work required dur-
ing normal working hours at
no charge to you. This in-
eludes parts, labor and re-
frigerant required. However,
it does not include cleaning or
replacement of your air fil-
ters, which must be maintain-
ed by you. Other items ex-
cluded (which rarely, if ever,
require service) are cabinets,
painting, trim, etc., and it
does not cover maintenance
items such as lubrication,
cleaning and inspections.
Naturally, we cannot be re-
sponsible for conditions be-
yond our control, such as
damage caused by fire, floods,
windstorms and lightening.
However, property insurance
normally covers most of these
accidents. And, of course, we
cannot be held responsible for
vandalism, misuse or willful
neglect.
NOTE: Belts are excluded on
systems over 5 tons.
Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
(Service Depart.) Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.
119 MORRIS STREET, SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
OFFICE PHONE (401) 479-7711
PURINA
DOG CHOW 25 Lb. Bag $3.69 ii
PEPSIS & COCA COLAS
DRINKS 28-oz. Bottles 29c
LIBERTY
ROLLS Pkg. o112 25c
LIBERTY
BUNS Pkg of 8 33c
GOLD DEODORANT SOAP
PALMOLIVE Reg. Size  1 lc
POWDERED CLEANSER
AJAX 2- 14-oz. Cans 31c
BALLARD
BISCUITS 3 - 8-oz. Cans _ 29c
HUNT'S
CATSUP 20-oz. Bottle 39c
DIAMOND
FOIL
STRONGHEART
25' Roll 25c
DOG FOOD 8 - Tall Cans $1.00
LIBERTY
BREAD 415oz. $1loaves
1
r
5.
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON1
Sunshine
CRACKERS Lb. Box 13c
With this cpn. & moo Addit. 4 With this cpn. & $7.50 1%.dclii.
purchases. Cig. - Tobacco - Milk Purchases. Cig. - Tobacco - Milk
Excluded. Excl.
$17.50 Purchase NeceSsary for Coupons 1, 2 and 4.
BAKING
HENS 5 - 7 Lb. Avg. Lb. 49c
FRESH
HAMBURGER 3 Lbs. or more Lb. 69c
BRISKET STEW
NEAT Lb. 39c
TOM
TURKEYS 18-22 lbs. Lb. 39c
CHUCK STEAK Lb. 79c
REEL FOOT
FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg. 57c
CHICKASAW
BACON Lb. 49c
SLICED
SLAB BACON  Lb. 65c
BEEF
SHORT RIBS  _ Lb. 49c
OLD FASHIONED
BOLOGNA whole or 12 stick Lb. 39c
LIBERTY
MILK gal. gal.1/260 $11 7
Void After March 14, 1972
2
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Godchaux
SUGAR 5 Lb. Bag 29c
SOUTHERN BELLE
Shank Portion Butt Portio
HAMS th.594 th.694
FRESH
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 7k
REELFOOT
BACON Sliced Rindless Lb. 75c
FRESH SLICED
PORK STEAK Lb. 75c
SUNKIST
LEMONS Dozen 49c
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS Lb. 9c
RED DELICIOUS
APPLES 12 For 69c
WIN ESAP
APPLES 4 Lb. Bag 49c
FRESH
TURNIPS Lb. 15c
FRESH FIRM HEADS ICEBERG
LETTUCE ea.25
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON I CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Foloer's 50- FREE STAMPS - 50COFFEE Lb. Can 69c I With Coupon and MOO pur-
With this cpn. -No other Purr.. chase. Exc. Dairy, Tobb. pro-
necessary. ducts.
Void After March 14, 1972 Void After March 14, 1972
BONUS SAVING COUPON
SAVE 56c
on 6 cans of 6
FRISKIES For
Canned Dog Food
Mix or Match flavors
with coupon
GOOD AT SOUTH FULTON LIBERTY THRU MARCH 14 I GOOD
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY Without Coupon-2M/
-41111111M. 4111.111  0111111111."
Reg. 79
BONUS SAVING COUPON
Grnation
instant liitsikfjst
30c
ANY FLAJOR OF
CARNATION
INSTANT
BREAKFAST
AT SOUTH FULTON LIBERTY THRU MAR
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
Void After March 14, 1972
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
pACK GLAD WRAP
CI
Void After March 14, 1972
39c
200' ROLL
With Coupon
4
1
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Effort To Block Change
In Black-Lung Bill Fails
FRANKFORT, Ky
Kentucky State Sen. Joe Stacy,
D-West Liberty, has failed to
remove from his omnibus work-
men's compensation bill an
amendment giving coal oper-
ators a brink in paying black
lung claims.
Stacy tried Wednesday to
have the bil returned to com-
mittee so the asnendment tack-
ed on last weak by the Senate
Labor and Industry Committee
could be stricken.
As originally proposed, the
bill would have reduced the
portico al black king payments
from the Special Fund, which
presently picks up the entire
tab for such claims, to 50 per
cent after Jan. 1, 19713. The
fund's portion would have been
further reduced to 25 per cent
Fulton OES
Will Have
Inspection
FULTON, Ky., March 4—Ful-
ton City Chapter No. 41, Order
of the Eastern Star, met in stat-
ed session at the Masonic Tem-
ple, with Mrs. Mildred Jackson
presiding. Plans were completed
for the inspection of the chapter
by the worthy grand matron,
Mrs. Gertrude U. Moore of
Munfordville, at 7:30 p.m. Tues-
day, March 14.
A buffet supper will be served
preceding the inspection at the
Masonic Temple at 6 p.m., $1.50
per plate. Reservations for the
supper may be made with Mrs.
Mildred Jackson, Fulton Rt. 5,
42041, phone 901-479-1793, or
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell, Duke-
dom, Tenn., 38226, phone 901-
469-5665. Final day for reserva-
tions is Saturday, March 11.
Fish Crowded Out
There
are so many fish in the Amazon
region—some 1,500 kinds — that
riverbanks are sometimes lined
with dead and dying fish crowd-
ed out of the water by competi-
:•:•:.:
eater Jan. 1, 1974 with lntMvld-
lal employers paying the re-
minder of such claims.
At the urging of its chairman,
See. Kelsey Friend, D-Pike-
Ville, the Labor Committee
amended the bill to reduce spe-
cial fund payments merely to
75 per cent beginning Jan. I,
1973, with no subsequent reduc-
tion.
Without the amendment,
Friend said, the bill would de-
stroy the deep mining industry
in eastern Kentucky. Stacy,
however, noted that coal com-
panies contribute about 10 per
cent of the special fund, but
that their employes derive
about 9 per cent of its benefits.
With great passion, Friend
objected Wednesday to Stacy's
attempt to have the bill sent to
the Senate Banking and Insur-
ance Committee. He called the
attempt "outrageous" and said
its success would, in effect, say
to the coal industry, "You are
not welcome in this com-
monwealth; you are not part of
Ills commonwealth."
Friend said the bill contained
"a lot of benefits for the work-
ing people of this state." He
said If the act were to be re-
ferred anywhere It should go
back to his committee for re-
consideration.
Sen. Donald Johnson, R-Fort
Thomas, suggested that a new
committee might offer "a fresh
outlook to this difficult prob-
Sen. Danny Yocom, D-Louls-
vile, however, said that with
the legislative session in its
third-to-last week returning it
to committee "could kill a bill
the laboring people of this state
need desperately."
He said since the only prob-
lem with the bill involved
Friend's amendment, "1 see no
Japan Used
Chinese Money
TOKYO—Japan used Chinese
currency for a period of about
,600 years.
reason why the amendment
can't be discussed on the
floor."
The vote to recommit the bill
ended in a 17-17 tie. Lt. Gov.
Julian Carroll said he would
have voted not to recommit the
bill, but that he didn't have to
since the recommital motion
failed to receive a necessary 20
votes.
The bill remains In the Sen-
ate Rules Committee. The
chairman of the Rules Com-
mittee, Majority Leader Walter
(Dee) Huddiestoo, 1)-Elizabeth
town, said it could come tth for
a vote this week, "But it's a
sticky situation."
Meanwhile, the Senate passed
and sent to the House measures
which would
—Establish a board of medi-
cal &ensure which would have
licensing powers presently en-
joyed by the State Health De-
partment.
—Require landlords to pay in-
terest of six per cent on dam-
age &omits from tenants.
—EstablishAtle Kentucky
Guaranty Insurance Association
to protect pokcy holders in the
event an insurance company
goes bankrupt.
—Clear the way for an ex-
perimental pubkic kindergarten
program in Kentucky in 1973.
—Regulate the use of pesti-
cides.
—Have the Legislative Re-
search Commission study Ken-
tucky's water resources and
quality standards and report
to the 1974 General Assembly.
Conto41ISSQ14WDETIFUL'S Fashien Tree 111
11)
qUelke a0fistiog up
Ate 12Rob toe!
ss
onderful,...
Yeas• snoa rAantem•
Fun ... and young ... the fore-shortened
toe that makes your foot look smaller, in
a bare and open design ... agleam in crinkle
patent. Bring summershine into your life.
Good Assortment
Lady's Handbags
1/2 OFF
Vifiage Fashion Shoe Store
Southern Village Shopping Center
SOUTH FULTON
ci
Nixon Trip
Evaluated
By Speaker
President Nixon's trip to China
"will bring peace one step
closer," Dr. George Kao, a UTM
political science professor who
was born and reared in that
country told Rotarians Friday
noon at the Biltmore.
The program was arranged by
Mrs. Doris Tanner, also a UTM
instructor and wife of Rotarian
Bill Tanner.
Mrs. Tanner, who filled
Rotarians in on China's past
history, said she had been a
student of China for many years
and during World War II served
as a flight instructor for a
number of Chinese cadets while
at Douglass Air Force Base.
Mrs. Tanner told of the Chinese
philosophy of the past two
centuries and how that country
long considered all non-Chinese
peoples as barbarians.
She said the Chinese
intellectuals wanted nothing to do
with these outsiders but were
forced into trade agreements by
Europeans and Americans.
With the exception of Nixon's
promise to pull U.S. troupe out of
Taiwan, Dr. Kao said he was well
pleased with the trip.
"The Communist Chinese gave
Nixon and his party the best
FULTON
472-1
N--(3-W
Ends Tuesday
possible reception The
Communists have never had an
honor guard for visiting heads of
state, yet there was such a guard
, for Nixon," Dr. Kao said.
There was no large crowd
waiting to welcome Nixon to
China, Dr. Kao explained.
because the U S and China have
no diplomatic relations and that.
under the circumstances, the
welcome was still far better than
could have been expected.
He said the visit had come at a
good time in that both China and
the U.S. have fear of the
Russians
He said the Chinese hate for the
Russians goes back at least two
centuries and results from the
many border clashes during
which Russia has taken over
much land formerly held by
China.
-When I was in school in China,
our textbooks reflected this
hatred for the Russians and they
always regarded the Russians as
China's enemy
"It is a fundamental problem
which I do not believe the Chinese
and Russians can solve without
war." Dr. Kao said.
He said he feels the President's
trip will force the Russians to be
inure friendly toward the U.S.A.
because Russia knows a U.S.-
China combination would be far
no powerful to combat.
Dr. Kao, whose sisters still live
in China. said he believes it is
most unfortunate that President
Nixon has agreed to remove U.S.
troops from Taiwan. He said that
although it is only a token force of
9.000 troops, the psychological
effect of its removal will be far
reaching.
Sean Connery
-James Bond 007-
Diamonds
Are Forever
Adults $1.50 Children 751
rt77—•
FOR MEN
Double Knit Suits  $50 to $55 r
Double - Knit Sport Coats . . . . $35.00
Double - Knit Slacks (irregulars) $7.00
New Short Sleeve Shirts . . • . $3•50
Polyester Ties . . . . $3.00 and $3.50
FOR BOYS
Double Knit Slacks . .
Knit Sport Coats .
Shirts 
THIS COUPON W
On the purchase of a $SS Men's suit
. $5.00 and $6.00
. . . $16.00 to $20.
$3•00
CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET STORE
RENOVATING GRASS FIELDS 
Fulton Highway Martin. Tenn.
Hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Mon-Thur 9:30, • 7 Fri - Sat: 1 - 5 Sun.
T'S 'THE THING' FOR 1972
- - - and South Fulton Lime Company is a "one-trip" firm for you to get the job done. We have the seed, the
fertiliz r, and the seediug equipment. Call us today!.
Renovating grass fields and overseeding them
to legumes is fast catching on throughout the
area. When you renovate you improve a pas-
ture by partially destroying the sod, then liming.
fertilizing, and seeding to establish or reestablish
desile forage plants such as clover without
planing an intervening crop. Kentucky farmers
renovated over 700,000 acres last year.
Keeping legumes in a grass-legume mixture
is a major problem in the Upper South, particu-
larly when dealing with cool-season perennial
grass. So most renovation is done to get legumes
back in a pasture sod. When you keep deep-
rooted legumes in a stand, you are more likely
to have good grazing in the summertime. You
also upgrade the quality of the feed. This is espe-
cially true when surplus forage is used for hay
or silage.
Legumes disappear from stands primarily
because of I) lack of lime and fertilizer, 2) im-
proper grazing and mowing management, 3) dis-
ease and insect damage, and 4) drouth. Lime and
fertilizer needs can best be handled by frequent
soil testing (at least once every two years). This
lets you monitor changes in soil fertility before
the stand deteriorates badly.
Since phosphate and potash are the only fer-
tilizer materials normally added to grass-legume
fields, many farmers apply enough at one time
to last two to three years. By allowing the clover
crop to go to seed one time each year. it is much
easier to keep a stand of clover in the grass for
a longer period. It is usually best to allow the
second crop (about mid-July) to be the seed
crop. This crop is usually the one hardest hit
by drouth, and the forage yield is low. Thus it
usually produces more seed than other crops.
lithe seed crop is heavy enough to make a har-
vested crop, seed drop will be sufficient to re-
seed the field. If you don't harvest the seed crop.
cattle can be turned into the field and allowed
to eat what they want and tread the remainder
of the seed into the ground. Mow following the
grazing and tramping operation. Two pounds of
boron per acre added to the fertilizing increases
seed set.
Moisture and temperature are extremely im-
portant in establishing legumes in a grass sod.
. ; •
Spring renovation (February and early March)
has been more succesqul than that in late sum-
mer and early fall. Weed invasion can be a prob-
lem when seedings are made in late spring. Au-
gust and early-September seedings have been
quite successful when moisture conditions are
good and there are at least 45 days of growth
time prior to winter freezedown.
Step I—Start with a good stand of grass. A
thin grass stand contaminated with weeds and
brambles will not respond as well as a dense,
vigorous one. If you have less than a 50% stand,
better plan on seeding more grass with the le-
gume. Graze the grass close before you renovate.
This will open the sod so that a disk harrow or
field tiller can tear it out more uniformly and
with less power. Close grazing will also tend to
suppress vigor of the grass, allowing legumes you
add a better chance of survival.
Step 2—Test the soil and apply the needed
lime, phosphate, potash, and boron. These can
be applied ahead for convenience of tillage. Do
not use nitrogen when you renovate because it
stimulates the grass, causing heavy competition
to the newly seeded legumes.
Step 3—Tear up 40% to 60% of the grass
if you plan to seed clovers, and 80% to 100%
when seeding alfalfa. This suppresses vigor of
the sod so that legumes have a chance to germi-
nate and grow. Tear up fescue sods with a field
cultivator or field tiller followed with a smooth-
ing disk harrow ahead of seeding. Kentucky
Bluegrass ought to be chopped with a disk har-
row first because a field cultivator or tiller breaks
the grass into sod rolls and leaves the field rough.
Then use a tiller and follow again with a disk
harrow to smooth. Be careful how you till or-
chardgrass and timothy. Thy are much easier
to kill. Grass tillage should be done in Novem-
ber, December, and January to avoid labor peaks
and bad weather.
Step 4—Sow adapted legumes at rates recom-
mended for new seedings. Use certified seed of
recommended varieties. For insurance, be sure
to inoculate your legumes. Seed should be cov-
ered for best results. Band or box seeders with
attached corrugated rollers give splendid results.
Broadcast seedings made alone or in combina-
tion with fertilizers do quite well when covered
with a spike-tooth harrow, corrugated roller, or,
very lightly, w,ith a disk harrow. When you are
in doubt due to lateness, preparation, and soil
cover, it is a good rule of thumb to increase the
seeding rate by 20% for each major problem.
Seeding rates, in pounds per acre, for reno-
vating:
White clover (with red) I to 2 pounds
Red clover (with white).._ 4 to 6 pounds
Red clover alone ... 7 to 9 pounds
White clover alone.___11/2 to 2 pounds
Alfalfa alone  12 to 15 pounds
Alfalfa (with Ladino)  8 to 10 pounds
Ladino clover (with alfalfa). Si to 1 pound
Annual lespedeza 20 to 30 pounds
Most farmers increase the rate about 20%.
Step 5—As soon as the grass starts growing
vigorously in early spring, graze it down. Many
farmers fear they will kill the new stand if they
graze it hard. To the contrary, the vigorous grass
growth will cause more damage as competition
than livestock tramping.
Remove livestock when they have picked the
grass closely and begun biting the legumes off.
Give clovers 4 to 6 weeks to fully recover. Clo-
vers And grass may then be grazed until fall. It
is best to leave 2 to 3 inches of top growth at
all times. Rotate your grazing.
To reduce competition, allow 8 to 10 weeks
for alfalfa to establish itself after the first graz-
ing. Then it can be harvested as hay, silage, or
grazing. Stock heavily, using electric fences if
necessary, and make the herd use up a field in
10 days or less. A period of 30 to 35 days must
be allowed for recovery. Stop grazing alfalfa
mixtures by mid-September.
Renovation has provided a whole new dimen-
sion in forage production. With legume-grass
pastures as a basis for your feed program, much
of the problem of feed quality, volume, and fear
of weather-related factors has been reduced to
a minimum.
SOUTH FULTON LIME CO.
Located in South Fulton, Tenn; at 136 Forrestdale Phones 479-2822
479-2823
4
4
>PORK ROAST
RIB
ENDS
SUPER-RIGHT CENTER - CUT
PORK CHOPS
C IOBP S 88f, gm 9
LB. y LB.
Country Treat Pork
SAUSAGE 1 Lb. Pkg. 64
Allgood Sliced
BACON 2 Lb Pkg $1 49
First Cut
SMOKED HAM
SHANK
PORTION
(Prices Good thru Saturday, March 11) . . ..•••••••
.................
DARK
MEAT
Platter Sliced
BACON -
ROAST PORK CHOPSSuper - Right WholeSMOKED HAM Lb. 57c
PORK LOIN Lb. 68c Ilk Lb.
SAVE 69'69' LB. Super -Right Whole
w'itiaattf6er To
Cabaft e or'61114,eil
Cloud Bathroom Tissue -
2L
impssanmkr Ap
I
REG. or MINT 5-oz. Tube
Crest Toothpaste 49c 
With This Coupon
Good only at A&P Food Stores '..-
Coupon good thru Sat. Mar. 11
Reg. Price Without Coupon
ImAn per custom*oMOO
1111/111
A & P 100% CORNOIL
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FEATURE OF THE WEEK
DINNER PLATE
Sheffield Heirloom Quality China
33!ach
sr nustit$5 Panama
Ies not too lair to begin your sec of beautiful Sheffield 'Elegance" fisin
chino! This "reek oIto hese lovas ileasett dithes a this sousing tow
riCet
01 IR FAMILY OF BRANDS
SALE!
OUR 
BAGS 100 ct. 89c
Ad P CUT
GREEN BEANS
Carnation non-dairy 16-oz. Jar
Coffee Mate 79c
Palmolive Bath Bar
Bar Soap 13c
Scott (Asst. Colors)
Towel Holders ea. 49c
14-oz. Can 33c
Wheaties 49c
Broakfast Cereal 18-oz. Box 3
With This Coupon
Good only at A&P Food Storos.... ,
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon per custom's.
jrnurswrs,
516-0Z. CANS $1.00
3 1 - LB. CTNS. $1.00
Kraft Oil 24-oz. Bottle
Safflower 69c
Pet Ritz Frozen 2 Ct. Pkg.
Pie Shells _ • 39c
Nabisco Premium 1 Lb. Pkg.
Saltines   _ 42c
A & P "GRADE A" (Whole Kernel)
A a P YELLOW CLING
ANN PAGE
3 17-0Z.
• CANS
16-0Z. CANS
28-0Z. CANS
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
KETCHUP 3 
20-0Z
BOTTL ES $1.00
BLEACH Gallon, Jug 39c
46-0Z CANS 89c
Delmonico Elbow 1 Lb. Pkg.
Macaroni  31c
Kibler Cracktrs 2-16-oz pkga
Townhouse ____ 89c
Sunshine Crackers 16-oz. Pkg.
Hi Ho 7 49s
INQQCOOMON00009 pAp
- 
Coupon Worth 40c
Purchaso of 8-oz. Jar Maxim
Freeze Dried Coffee
With This Coupon
Good only at A&P Food Storm; 
Coupon good thru Sat. Mar. 11
Reg. Price Without Coupon
lrnit 1 Coupon per customer
J0000000000000000
Chicksin of the Sea Ph lb. bag
Frozen Shrimp $3.89
Kelly's 10-oz. Can
Hot Dog Sauce __ 29c
Alpo Dog Food 14-oz. Can
30c Biscuits 39cChicken 
2PrEQQQ0(1(19(10QQ
Coupon Worth 20c on Pur
chase of 2-Lb. Can Vacuum 
Pack
Maxwell House Coffee,_,,)
Good only at AAP Food Stores'
Coupon good thru Sat. Mar. 11
Reg. Price Without Coupon( D
imit 1 Coupon per custom* fl
Alpo Dog Food 14-oz. Can
Horsemeat 31c
Alpo Trio or 14-oz. Can
Savory Stew 31c
Pillsbury ExlIght 4-Ct. Pkg.
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Oeiy 5 per word
to reach
8,500 Homes I
BE AN AVON REPRF.SFNT-
ATIVE! It's an easy way to
nuke money and have fun in
your free hours. 0.111 898-2708
or write Margaret Taylor, Box
1032, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
WENT Whistlebetti. crutthet
and ether anaraleseent &Ida atCM Burn DWG MB Lakeit Fano. KY
'11AX, returns pre-
pared; 38 yeare experience
Ca R John W. Bostick, 201 Third
Street. Fulton; Phone 4172-1647.
ALL PERSONS having claims
against the estate of Laura
Weatherspoon are notified to
file their claims, verified ac-
cording to law, with the under-
signed at the address given be-
low no later than June 9, 1972.
James H. Amberg
Hickman, Kentucky
Training now being offered
OD modern heavy equipment.
Industry wages exceed 46.00
per hour in most areas. Exper-
ience is not necessary. For im-
mediate application call: Area
Code 615-648-4971 or Write
Heavy Equipment Division, P.
0. Box 3037, Clarksville, Ten-
nessee 37040.
You can now train to become
an over the road driver or city
driver. Excellent earnings af-
ter dor( training on our trucks
with our driver instructors to
help you. For application and
interview, rail 502-589-4163, or
write School Safety Division,
United Systems, Inc., 4610
Poplar Level, Louisville, Ken-
tucky, 40217. Approved for VA
Benefits. Placement assistance
available. Over 700 transporta-
tion companies have hirer' our
graduated
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Testimony Concluded In MSU
Incident; Ruling Is Withheld
Testimony concluded Friday
In U.S. District Court here in a
hearing in which four black stu-
dents at Murray State Universi-
ty charged their civil rights
were violated through discipli-
nary action taken by the board
of regents stemming from dis-
ruption of an alumni luncheon
Nov. 6, 1971.
The students, Michael Lowery,
James Jonathan Mapp, Ulysses
Parker and James Van Lear,
along with Dottie Crawford and
the Black Student Union, are
seeking a preliminary injunc-
tion against the university. The
suit was filed Feb. 4 in Louis-
ville.
At the conclusion of the two-
day hearing, Judge Charles NT
Allen indicated he would pre-
pare a written document, list-
.ng finds of fact and conclu-
sions of law relative to the hear-
ing, "in about a week or two."
Friday afternoon, testimony
was heard from Eugene Rogers,
a university security officer;
Johnny McDougal, university
director of student financial
aid; and George Stockton, uni-
versity director of personnel
services.
Rogers detailed for the court
his duties as a security officer
in ejecting the blacks from the
ballroom where the alumni
luncheon was held.
McDougal testified a National
Defense loan commitment to
Michael Lowery had been made,
but it was withheld because he
is not enrolled at the university
this semester as a result of the
board's disciplinary action.
He stated 952 students are
employed under a work pro-
gram at the university and of
SEMI-DRIVERS NEEDED
Training now being
offered through the facilities of
Class B Common Carrier. In-
dustry wages exceed 95.00 per
hour. Over the road Driver
Training covering most states.
Experience not necessary. For
immediate application cab
Area Code 615-648-4971 or write
Semi-Driver Division, P. 0.
Box 3037. ClarksvWe, Tennes-
see 37040.
AUCTION
SCHOOL
Free Semple Leeson
In addition to conducting aloes.
as at our home office we offer
one of the most complete cow-
••• evallable for home Nudy.
We also conduct classes at
various colleges and universlt-
les. This school is opprowid by
the state board of wheal and
college regIstratien in our home
state. Reg. No, 71-12-0121116H.
For Information and a free
sample lessen write:
Knotty School of Auctionsaring
1163 !beyond A 
PaiPP411116 051. 40.81
this number 62 are blacks.
Stockton said Miss Crawford
was interviewed June 4, 1971
for a position as a full time
secretary in the university
manageMent.. department, but
at that time she was informed
no full time position was va-
cant. It was later learned,
Stockton said, that she applied
for a part-time position, not a
full time position. Presently,
Miss Crawford is a student sec-
retary in the management de-
partment, he said.
Preceding Friday afternoon's
testimony, three university of-
ficials testified — Charles El-
drigde, director of school re-
lations; J. Matt Sparkman, vice
president for student affairs;
and Mancil Vinson, director of
alumni affairs.
Also testifying Friday were
Wells Lovett, an attorney from
Owensboro; Glenn Doran, a
Murray banker and member of
the board of regents; Hardy
Kelso, Linda Riley and Joe
Beard, all university security of-
ricers.
The lawsuit contends the civil
rights of the students were
violated and seeks to reverse
disciplinary actions taken
against them by the MSU board
of regents after a hearing into
the events which surround the
disruption of the alumni lunch-
eon.
Judge Charles M. Allen issued
a temporary restraining order
barring the university from pro-
ceeding with disciplinary action.
The alumni luncheon incident
occurred during homecoming
festivities at MSU. A group of
black students, attempting to
stage a protest at the event,
was ejected by campus security
police.
Later, members of the group
were brought before authorities
in Murray but disorderly con-
duct -charges were dismissed.
The four students named in
the lawitit later received dis-
ciplinary action from the MSU
administration, which' has re-
suited in the U.S. District Court
action.
Mapp, a social worker and
sociology major from Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., was expelled;
Lowery, from Madisonville, was
_lampooned; &maker, of Louis-
ville, was suspended for the cur-
rent semester, and Van Lear,
also of Madisonville, was placed
on social probation but was per-
mitted to remain in school.
Lovett, who was present at
the alumni luncheon, related to
the court details of the distur-
bance at the luncheon.
Lovett said he took it upon
himself to address Van Lear,
and to inquire as to the blacks'
presence and about the flag they
carried. He said Van Lear re-
fused to discuss anything with
VALUABLE FARM LAND SALE
PUBLIC AUCTION SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1972
10:00 A. M. Rain or Shine
Sale will be held on a* farm located on tho Old Troy Road in the New Salem Community.
Turn east off highway 45 E 2 miles north of Sharon at Rudd's Crossing and proceed Ps
mile to the farm Tuns west off Sharon end Dresden highway No. 89 4 mile: south wed
of Dresden and proceed 14 mile to farm. Follow Sale Arrows.
ImprovemnOs are S room
frame horn* with living room,
3 bedrooms, or I bedrooms and
den, kitchen and dining com-
bination, bath, enclosed utility
porch. Iii. heated with elec-
tricity. This home has hardwood
floors and sheetrock walls, and
is in excellent state of repair.
The exterior of the home is
asbestos shingle. It has a
35' x 411' metal sided barn in
excellent condition. Water sup-
'ply Is a 4 inch plastic well. It
also has 2 ponds for stock
water.
The land on this farm is
highly productive land with
about 94 acres being bottom
land. There is 13t.7 ai-res of
the land tillabie with the bal-
ance being a 10 acre wooded
tract and 7 acres that has been
cleared but has not been work-
ed in Bo past few years.
Bases Include: A 3.3 acre
cotton base with 42S lb. yield.
A 61 acre corn base with 10
bushel yield. The corn yielded
125-130 bushel per acre and Bo
cotton yielded 826 lbs. lint per
acre.
This farm will be offered in
three tracts.
Tract 1-152.7 acres more or
less of cropland without any
improvements. — Tract 2 —
Consisting of the residence,
barn, and 7.266 acres more or
less. — Tract 3-4.026 acres
more or less of land with 408'
of road frontage— excellent
building site.
These tracts have not been
surveyed individually although
the farm as a whole has been.
The Owner Reserves The
Right To Ti. Any Or All Tracts
Back Together And Offer Them
As A Unit.
NOTE: If you are looking for
a productive farm with all the
qualities you want in one than
attend this sale. Excellent for
row crop or cattle operation or
• combination of either.
TERMS: 20 Percent dawn day
of sale—balance within 30 days.
Some household furniture.
LIVESTOCK
Head of Hogs — over 80 lb.
30 Head of Shoats — 73-80 lb.
45 Feeder Pigs — 30-40 lb.
FEED
Approximately 14,000 lb. of
mile
Approximately 28,000 lb. of
shelled corn
FARMING EQUIPMENT
1967 Chevrolet Impala Car
(a Door), 161 International Vs
Ton (flat bed). 620 J. D.
Tractor, J. D. KBA Wheel Disc,
3 x 14 J. D. Plow, J. D. Culti-
vator, J. D. 2-row Planter, A.
C. Combine Md 72, Woods Bro-
ther 1-row corn picker, T-0-20
Ferguson Tractor, Ford Culti-
vator, Ferguson Cultivator, Sec-
tion Harrow—Hr, 4-4 wheel
trailer-2 (Electric brand),
hog hiodors, 2-creep feeders.
Miscellaneous items to numer-
ous to mention.
This Is A Complete Dispersal — For More Information Contact
Mr. and
 Mrs. Sidney B. Ellis, Owners RI.
 1 Sharon, Tenn.
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
First Federal Bldg., Martin, Towles.** 587-3001 License Number 47
Mervin Alexander, 517-4564 Wendelt Alexander, 3114-2855
him.
Lovett admitted he observed
an alumnus (identified as John
Robinson, president of Draugh-
on's Business College here) pick
up a chair in an apparent at-
tempt to strike one of the blacks,
but Lovett said he persuaded
Robinson not to do so.
Lovett said he heard an ex-
change of conversation between
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
State University president, and
the blacks, but was not close
enough to determine what was
being said.
Doran, a board of regents
member, said it was incorrect
that the board of regents was
not aware of what it was voting
an at a three-hour session fol-
lowing the disciplinary hearing.
The private meeting apparently
was held to set punishment for
the students.
Doran's remark came in re-
gard to a statement made
Thursday by Tom O'Dell of Hod-
genville, student representative
on the board of regents, in which
he stated it was his thinking the
board did not know exactly what
It was voting on.
Doran said there were no "ra-
cial slurs" uttered during the
board's deliberation. He also
Stated he was not aware of any
list of grievances presented by
the blacks to the board.
PUBLIC SALE
FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1972 10:00 A. M.
(Rescheduled from Sat. March 4.)
Farm equip'. 3 Tractors. 2 Combines, Trucks,
Dirt Pan, numerous other items.
Selling at the Roy Bard Farm for Bard Bros.
Located 4 miles west of Fulton. Ky. on Middle
Rd. (Hwy 166).
Watch for the Large Auction Signs.
BARD BROS., Owners Fulton, Ky. 472-2320
COL. HUBERT AINLEY, Auctioner
822-3593 or 472-1371
Magnum drag, full
race ball bearing,
quick change spool,
extra smooth long
wearing action.
SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1972, 10:00 A. M.
MRS. ROY (Clellae) FIELDS ESTATE
114 Central Avenue South Fulton, ennessee
Located Directly Behind Tome* (45E) Ray's Bar-B Q (129) — Selling to Settle the Estate
HOUSEHOLD
Dixie gas range, G. E. 132 Re-
frigerator 2 years old with 132
lb. top freezer, Gas Heaters,
Mixers, Chrome Dinette with 6
chairs, Presto Deep Fryer,
Wear Ever Ricer, Silverware,
Wear Ever Cookware, Pyrex
Cookware, Dishes, Glass Door
Safe, throe 9 x 12 Wool Rugs,
21" Motorola TV, Platform
Rocker, wrough Iron Table
with glass top, Singer Carpet
Sweeper, Barrelback Chair
nice, Occasional Chairs, Zenith
Radio, Desk Lamp Four Pc,
Bedroom Suite, Brass Plated
Wall Plaques, Two Round
Drum Tables, Quilts, Linens,
Four Sets 8 pc. Tita & Toast
(Orchard Crystal), Miro—Matic
Percolator, G. E. Wall Clock,
Metal Utility Table, 2 Pop Up
Toasters, 20" Window Fan, 3
Ocelator Fans, Portable Clothes
Dryer, Food Chopper, Elec.
Heater, 3 Aluminum Lawn
Star drag, oscillating
spool filled with
bonny) line.
Chairs, Two 3 Way Floor
Lamps, Christmas Ornaments
& Lights, Three Wall Mirrors,
Clothes Hamper, Metal Picnic
Cooler, Vac Cleaner complete,
Cedar Chest, Jewelry Chest, 2
Card Tables, 4 Walking Canes,
S I Table Lamps odd, 2
Sq. Tables, Iron Bedstead, 3
Tear Table, Scales, Fireplace
Set, Crutches.
CURIOS S. COLLECTIBLES
100 Yr. Old Comfort good, Iron
Muffin Pans, Brats School Bell,
Round Oak Table & 6 Chairs,
Flow Blue Rossi bowl Set, Mar-
ble Base Lamps, Wood Hand
Planers, Kraut Knife, Pin UP
Light, Pottery & Momentoes,
Iron Wood Candle Holders,
Dairy Case old, Dressers,
Queen Ann Stool, 2 Wicker
Rockers S. Baskets, Pictures
titanium Fisher Prints) S 
Old Picture Frames good, Hex
Victorian Table, 2 Glass Door
Book Cases, Railroad Lanharos,
Long Parlor Table, Depression
Glassware, Bavarian Chine
Platters, Side Board with Mir-
ror, DrItsaair Sots, Ginny Lynn
Picture oval, Walnut 2 Drawer
Clock Shelf, Round Tables,
Rockers, Bachelors Chest S
drawer, Mantle Clock United,
French Dr. Curtain Holders &
Rings, Crystal Water Sets,
China Demotes* sets, Blue S.
White Milk Glass, Mother Pearl
Shoe Button Hook, Darning
Gore.
MISC.
Hoes, Races, Shovels, 2 Coal
Skutthis, Crow Bar, Bird Beth,
Lawn Furniture, Hedge Trim-
mers, Step Ladder, Ice
tongues, Hammer, Saws,
Level, Bar-B-Q Grill, Lawn
Mower, Many Items To Num-
erous to mention.
Terms Cash — Sale: Rain or
Shine — For Further Informa-
tion Contact
MRS. MARY COLLIER. Admx. Rt. 1, Fulton, Ky. Pho. 479-2.125
Atty. Jo* W. Johnson, Counselor
Sale Conducted by — Ainley's Auction Service Dukedom, TennCol. Rubert Ainley. Auctioneer, Pho. 822-3593, 472-1371, Lic. No. 6
USE
YOUR
BANK
CREDIT
CARD
AT
BIG K1
MONOF1LAMENT LINE
6 Inch 
Worms
BLACK 'PURPLE SOUR "(ME
MIX OR MATCH 12,017c
PLANO
TACKLE BOX
3 big trays, 26 corn-
7 partments. Stay-driribbed trays. Poly-picopy I ene.
OUR
or left hond re a."
.ecoc insh c
Y 999
CHOICE
JOblison
Spinc‘4 t ReelN: u
.) to-Dicq cas!ing,
,
x 
right
any fishing rod.trie  on
Series 2000 DAIWA ROD Assort-
ment. Tubular Glass Rod Riot
for fisherman!
Model 2019-UL
Mgdel 2033-Fly
Mode,' 6660-Spin
Model 6680-Spincast
Model WDLX-9 Worm Rod
Also, Whittemore 'Raven
Series Rod Assortment.
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE UNION CITY, TENN
STORE HOURS MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM
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Lb. 69c
LEGS & THIGHS Lb. 49c
BACKS Lb. 19c
WINGS Lb. 29c
BARBECUE
SANDWICHES 5F°R$1
NM SAUSAGE
$109 LB 
LEGS  Lb. 69c
GIZZARDS ____  Lb. 49c
NECKS   Lb. 12c
THIGHS _   Lb. 49c
HAMBURGERS5F°R$
ROASTING
CHICKENS   Lb. 39c
REELFOOT (Whole or Half Stick)
RAG BOLOGNA Lb. 59c
BARBECUE
CHICKENS LB 69c
COUNTRY STYLI
RIBS  Lb. 79c
REELFOOT SLAB
SLICED BACON Lb. 69c
BARBECUE
PORK LB' $1.49
U. S. CHOICE U. S. CHOICE ENGLISH CUT
.A1114 ROAST Lb. 99c ROAST Lb 79c
JENOS FROZEN
PIZZA CHEESESAUSAGE 790
& HAMBURGER
KRAFT MARSHMALLOW
CREAM 13oz JAR 290 
HEINZ STRAINED 10 JARS
BABY FOOD 890
CRISCO 3 LB. CAN
U. S. CHOICE CENTER CUT
CHUCK - ROAST Lb. 69c
U.S. CHOICE BONELESS U.S. CHOICE
CHUCK ROAST CHUCK STEAK
LB. 99t QUALITYPLUS LB. 89t PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS STAMPS
AP5I7IrAPIIIIIIIIMPAIMAIPAVAIMIKIVAVAVAIIIKMIPAYMARIFAIAF/AIKIFAI/MAVAI
GOLDEN BOUQUET
SHORTENING  2 
KARAT
a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electro-
Ft  Electroplatedri TABLEWARE
plate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
different place setting piece each week at our
SPREDIT IMTTATION cggpop low price with a minimum purchase.
9c with everyPIECE on our plan$5 purchaseEACHSPREAD 2 LB BOX 
1913 
SETTING
PLACE
jusTSECOND WEEK
HOUSIER VALLEY
SLICED BACON  Lb. 79c
SEALSWEET FROZEN ORANGE
CASTILIAN CASUAL %s JUICE CAN 39c. 12 oz.DINNERWARE .
The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinner- %
‘ HYDE PARK 16 oz. LOAF
ware can now be yours for very little! Each week, %
with a minimum purchase. Build your set while
you save! 1 BREAD 5 FOR $1 a place setting piece is yours for just pennies
SETTING
PLACE
PIECE
EACH 29C with every L$5 purchase on our plan KELLY'S WITH BEANSJUST 1
W K CHILI 300 size 
3F" S 1
D 
STOKELY'S FRUIT 303 size
COCKTAIL 3 FOR $1
STOKE LT'S
EACHES 2 1/C2 SIZE 'icc•
RICHTEX 3 LB invA OR GALA 
PAPER
SHORTENING q 5KAN
EASY MONDAY PINK
LOTION 3 qt. BTL.FOR DISHES $1
JACK SPRAT CORN MEAL •
MIX BLAIL 39
WISH - BONE CALIFORNIA
ONION DRESSING 16-oz. ___ 39c
STOKELY'S
SWEET PICKLES 22-oz. 59c
DUNCAN HINES CAKE
MIX BOX 390
D1NTY MOORE
VEGETABLE STEW 24-oz. _ 49c
TURNER'S or SWIFT'S/
ICE MILK 2 Gallon  49c
Slert me eel West eel ewe plell ewe e
eempleSe serelee.
_
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b•AL .
COFFEE CUP Att,701rF1,71
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YOUR BUSINESS
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MARBEL STICK This Week's Treasur
OLEO 5 LBS. S1 WINNERCHEST RONNIE BYE JO MADDINGFULTON, KY. FULTON, KY.
MAXWELL HOUSE MAX-PAW GROUND COFFEE
FILTER RINGS Lb. 95c
22-0Z. BOTTLE
PETER PAN
CHUCK SAMON 16-oz. 79c
STOKELY'S
THRILL LIQUID 4k PINEAPPLE Chuck cr Sliced 39c
• ,,
WITH THIS COUPON.
CELLO BAG VINE RIPENED WE HAVE ONION SETS
CARROTS B.190 SEED PO&1(1 TOMATOES L TATOES
This ad good Thursday March 9th thru Wednesday March 15,1$72
PEIW JAMES SONS
p "MAXI-SAVINGS" L.
qpiN SUPERMARKET
WE RESERVE TNE RIGHT TO LIMIT OMITITIES.
TOWELS 3ROBILGLS 1
STOKELY'S 303 size
CUT BEETS $1
STOKELY'S APPLE
SAUCE 303 SIZE 5FoRS1
ROYAL
DANISH LOAF 12-oz. 3 For $1.00
REELFOOT
LARD 4 Lb. 79c
BUSHS 8 oz.
PORK&BEANS10
HART'S
CHERRIES 16-oz. 3 For _ $1.00
HYDE PARK
DINNER ROLLS 4 For $1.00
FANCY WINSAP
APPLES 4 LB BAG 490
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 9, 1972 Page 6
PORK
2 tss . $1
BREAST Lb. 69c
LEGS & TMIGHS Lb 49c
BACKS 
 Lb 19c
WINGS Lb. 29c 
BARBECUE 
SANDWICHES 5F0.0 HAMBURGERS 5F0R$1
SAU
09
LEGS
GIZZARDS
NECKS
THIGHS
PS
 Lb. 69c
 
 Lb. 12c
 
 Lb. 49c
RANKS
1.13
t ROASTING
CHICKENS _ _ _ _ Lb. 39c
COUNTRY STYLI
RIBS 
 
Lb. 79c
REELFOOT SLAB
RAG BOLOGNA Lb. 59c SLICED BACON Lb. 69c
BARBECUE BARBECUE
CHICKENS LB. 690 PORK
REELFOOT (Whole or Half Stich)
LB. $1.4
U. S. CHOICE
ARM ROAST Lb. 99c
RU
LB59o. PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
JENOS FROZEN
PIZZA CHEESESAUSAGE
& HAMBURGER IDC
KRAFT MARSHMALLOW
CREAM 13oz JAR 29
HEINZ STRAINED 10 JARS
BABY FOOD 890
CRISCO 3 LB. CAN
SHORTENING 93
§F4EDIT IMTATIpli P4PPPN
SPREAD 2 LB BOX 
19
RICHTEX 3LB
SHORTENING 1
 690
EASY MONDAY PINK
3 qt. BTL.LOTION FOR DISHES
JACK SPRAT CORN MEAL
Mix 5 LB.BAG
$1 
390
WISH BONE CALIFORNIA
ONION DRESSING 16-oz. ___ 39c
STOIC ELY'S
SWEET PICKLES 22-oz. 59c
U. S. CHOICE ENGLISH CUT
ROAST Lb. 79c
U.S. CHOICE BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST
99LB. PLUSQUALITYSTAMPS
U. S. CHOICE CENTER CUT
CHUCK - ROAST 
U.S. CHOICE
HOUSIER VALLEY
Lb. 69c SLICED BACON  Lb. 79
CHUCK STEAK
LB 8 PLI'S
QUA LIT\
STAMPS
4/5/11.111121/AKIWAYAIIIPAPM/Ardg/r4/411.1PWAPIIIAPPAIMMIAIIII IPIAMIAIPAPIPAKIIIPAIIIAPAIKII
SAVE ON QUALITY TABLE SETTINGS
GOLDEN BOUQUET
24 KEA! Ac rTo p GIs( 1 it • TABLEWARE
Set a shining table with 24 Karat Gold electro-
plate Golden Banquet tableware. Pick up a
different place setting piece each week at our
low price with a minimum purchase
EACH
PLACE
SETTING
PIECE
jusTSECOND WEEK
9c with every$5 purchaseon our plan
CASTILIAN CASUAL
DINNERWARE
The sunlit warmth of golden Castilian dinner-
ware can now be yours for very little! Each week,
a place setting piece is yours for just pennies
with a minimum purchase. Build your set while
you save!
EACH 29
CSETTING with every
PLACE
PIECE $5 purchase
on our planJUST
ND W K
PLUtl
LB. S QUALITY
STAMPS
SEALSWEET FROZEN ORANGE
, JUICE CAN . 3912 oz 
HYDE PARK 16 oz. LOAF
1 BREAD 5
KELLY'S WITH BEANS
CHILI
FOR
300 size 3FOR
STOKELY'S FRUIT 303 sizt
COCKTAIL 3F0rt
STOKELY'S
EAcHEs 21/2 SIZE 3
CAN
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MARBEL STICK This Week's Treasur
OLEO 5 LBs. S1
DUNCAN HINES CAKE
MIX BOX 39t
DINTY MOORE
VEGETABLE STEW 24-oz. 49c
TURNER'S or SWIFT'S
ICE MILK 2 Gallon 49c
&ion 1R
MAXWELL HOUSE MAX-PAW GROUND COFFEE
FILTER RINGS Lb. 95c
22-01. BOTTLE
THRILL LMUID 46c
SOUTH FUL
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY
CH ARMIN BATHROOM
A .
VINE RIPENED
WOW
CHEST RONNIE BYE JO MADDING
WINNER FULTON, KY. FULTON, KY.
PETER PAN
CHUCK SAMON 16-oz. 79c
STOK ELY'S
PINEAPPLE Chuck or Sliced
AND ADDrrioNAL
St-
ROLL
PKG.
390
V/IE HAVE ONION SETS
TOMATOES _Li3.190 SEED POTATOES
•01/.
This ad good Thursday March 9th thru Wednesday March 15, 19'72
E 111 W. JAMES SOt.crs'IlVirtiPCI-SAVINGS"
FEMININE!'
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OHMITITIES.
TOWELS 3 BIGROLLS I I
STOKELY'S 303 size
CUT BEETS I
STOKELY'S APPLE
SAUCE 303 SIZE 5 FOR
ROYAL
DANISH LOAF 12-oz. 3 For
REELFOOT
LARD 4 Lb. 
BUSHS 8 oz.
PORK&BEANS1
HART'S
CHERRIES 16-oz. 3 For _ $
HYDE PARK
DINNER ROLLS 4 For
FANCY WINSAP
APPLES 4 LB BAG
•
1
BUTTON SHOULDER
COTTON POLO SHIRTS
SNORT SLEEVES
100% Cotton knit. Asiorted jacquards,
and solid colors. Crew neck styling ...
with short sleeves, button shoulder.
INFANTS' SIZES 1-2-3
3 1/2
 N.P. LAWN LION
POWER MOWER
BRIGGS-STRATTON ENGINE
Fully baffled 22-in. blade. Fold down handle
for easy storage. 7-in, wheels with graphited
bearings. Finger-tip wheel adjuster.
Advertising Supplement to The Fulton County News, Thursday, March 9, 1972
100% VINYL
CREAM PUFF SCUFFS
SOFT FOAM INSOLE
Here's a fabulous buy for spring ... soft,
comfortable vinyl scuffs with crepe sole
in Black, Blue, Pink and Gold.
WOMEN'S SIZES 5-10
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
FAMOUS NAME SLACKS
FLARE LEG STYLES OH
Save over 1/2
 original retail price on this
special purchase. No-iron slacks in solid
colors and fancies. Regular, slim, husky.
73% NYLON-27% SPANDEX POWERNET
HOLLYWOOD BRIEF
JAMAICA 'LENGTH
LONG LEG PANTY
ASSORTED COLORS
S-M-L-XL
OZ, ALWAYS WELCOME AT HIRSCH'SMASTER CHARGE
POLYESTER-RAYON BLEND
100% MACHINE WASHABLE
90% Polyester-10% rayon knit carefully
fashioned into pull-on flared pants with
stitch crease and elastic waist.
A NEW N
FOR THE LADIES!
BODY BLOUSES
WITH PANTY BOTTOMS
NYLON-ACETATE BLEND
Top half shows off as a blouse. Bottom half hides as a panty.
Styled with zip or button top and short sleeves. All with easy
snap-in crotch. In colorful patterns.
SPORTY FLATS, LITTLE HEELS, SANDALS
SPRING AND SUMMER STYLES
SEASON'S SMARTEST COLORS
SIZES 41/2-10
SALE PRICEDI
You're spring shower proof in one of our four straight
or belted pant coat styles. Latest collar styles. Huge
pockets. Bright buttons. Great sale price!
GREAT NEW SHAPES AND STYLES
SMART HIGH-FASHION COLORS
HUGE SELECTION
ALL PRICED TO SAVE!
COLORS:
WHITE
TAN
BROWN
NAVY
BONE
BLACK
MASTER CHARGE
ALWAYS WELCOME AT HIRSCH'S
Fantastic selection of fashionable roll-
sleeve shirts. Smartest collar styles.
Now sale priced!
BEAUTIFUL SOLID COLORS
LADIES' SIZES 10-18
40 Denier nylon gowns with 15
denier overlays. Lovely styles
with lace and ribbon trims.
REGULAR BRIEF STYLE
BIKINI STYLE
ELASTIC LEGS, WAIST
SMOOTH TRIM FIT
SIZES 5-6-7
Here's your chance to save, and save big, on nationally advertised $1.39
panty hose. Expertly made of premium nylon yarn in all your favorite
shades. You'll never know they're slight irregulars.
HiM11111#411iilis.13111M11111141111illi..st fliPITMIRMINIWRIINMPRIMPF1-
MISSES' - CHILDREN'S
KNEE HIGH SOCKS
MERCERIZED corroN AND NYLON
CABLE KNIT - SOLID COLORS
STRETCH SIZES FIT 7-81/2, 9-1 I
COMPARE AT 69c
DURABLE - WASHABLE - COMFORTABLE
CUSHION INSOLE - MADE IN U.S.A.
WOMEN'S SIZES 4-10
COMPARE AT $2.00
GO CASUAL FOR A FUN-FILLED SPRING!
GIRLS' BRUSHED DENIM SLACKS
LOW-BOY STYLING • 2 PATCH POCKETS
Cotton brushed denim expertly tailored into the newest
pants . . . low boy styles with flare legs, zip or button
two patch pockets . . . in wild plaids, prints, solids.
GIRLS SIZES 7-14
100% COTTON
KNIT TOPS
CREW NECK•SNORT SLEEVES
Bright and bold and ready for spring ... 100% cotton knit tops
styled for fun all season long with crew neck, short sleeves. Priced
so low you'll want several.
SIZES 3-6X
SOLID COLORS:
GREEN, YELLOW,
RED, BLUE,
WHITE
DAI 
INSTANT 
FRESH
22-OUNCE SIZE
SPRAY
IRON
SAVE!
JUST 
AND $
DURABLE PLASTIC
LAUNDRY BASKET
OC,TAGONAL DESIGN
884 VALUE!
SHETLAND DELUXE
STICK BROOM
TWO-SPEED MOTOR
3-PC. ACCESSORY KIT
AVOCADO COLOR
POWER DIAL
MID-GRIP HANDLE
SNAP STAND
LIGHTWEIGHT
•
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE
•
NOW SALE PRICED!
SOUNDWAVE AC/DC
2-BAND RADIO
AM/FM —LONG RANGE
12 SAVE!
20-FT. HEAVY DUTY
1111111
EXTENSION CORD
100% COPPER WIRE
HIGH
QUALITY
PARTS
VALUE! •
RVIN
IRONIAli TABLE
15x54 INCH VENTILATED TOP
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHTS
ROLLED EDGES PREVENT SNAGS
RUBBER CAPPED LEGS
BAKED
ENAMEL
FINISH
FOLDS
FLAT
388
PACKAGE OF 10 PLASTIC
TRASH BAGS
FITS CANS UP TO 30-GAL.
3
PKGS.
BIG
BUY!
TREMENDOUS SAVINGS ON
BUCKET! SPONGES
10-QUART PLASTIC BUCKET
THREE TIER
UTILITY TABLE
ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ELECTRIC OUTLET
ROLLS EASILY ON CASTERS
WHITE BAKED ENAMEL FINISH
15" x 20" x 30" HIGH
SAVE NOW
AT THIS
LOW
SALE PRICE!
3 VALUE!81
P. N. HIRSCH
Si
14-0Z. LEMON
PLEDGE
POLISH
98,
LIME LIQUID
DETERGENT
22-0Z. SIZE
29'
WESTINGHOUSE
LIGHT BULBS
0 - 75 - 100 WATTS
2 FOR 291
88
Nave we sot a buy
SUNBEAM AUTOMATIC
COFFEE MAKER
BREWS 4 TO 12 CUPS -Iraith
KEEPS
COFFEE
SERVING
HOT
LOCK TOP
iise
9
CORN
E:GH
MAYFAIR
BATHROOM SCALE
ACCURATE WEIGHTS ON ANY SURFACE
ENAMEL
FINISH
•
VINYL
MAT
11-
HEAVY
YOUR MOM
AUTOMATIC HAML
CAN OPENER HAN
KNIFE SHARPENER
MAGNETIC LID LIFTER
699 
ONE-YEAR
GUARANTEE
THREE SP
BEATE
SIX FO
ATTACHED
PRO
STEA
FINGER-
GIVES L
ONE
-YEA
GUARANT
PROCTOR S1LEX 2-SLICE
TOASTER
MIRROR CHROME FINISH
COLOR CONTROL
6 99 REPLACEMENTGUARANTEE
•
HIRSCH &CO.
got a buy for you:
ATIC 9-INCH CAST IRON
KER CORNBREAD SKILLET
SAVE
AT THI
T OP 111111110
EVER EDY
SCALE 11-IN. GRIDDLE
ANY SURFACE HEAVY CHROME CLAD STEEL
FEEL
THE
FINE
QUALITY!
CHOICE... 6.99
OMATIC
OPENER
HARPENER
IC LID LIFTER
ONE-YEAR
GUARANTEE
SILEX 2-SLICE
STER
HROME FINISH
CONTROL
REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE
HAMILTON BEACH
HAND MIXER
THREE SPEED CONTROL
BEATER EJECTOR
SIX FOOT 
699ATTACHED CORD
PROCTOR SILEX
STEAM IRON
FINGER-TIP CONTROLS
GIVES LOTS OF STEAM
ONE-YEAR 
699GUARANTEE
BRIGHT-LINE
STEEL SHELVING
30" x 12" x 60" HIGH
FOUR BIG-CAPACITY SHELVES
TEXTURED SILVER FINISH
GREY UPRIGHTS
EASY TO
ASSEMBLE
STRONG AND
DURABLE
•
SALE PRICED!
595
McGRAW 3/8-IN TWO-SPEED
ELECTRIC DRILL
DOUBLE REDUCTION GEARS888
 HDELVYY
MOTOR
STEP-N
-STORE
UTILITY STOOL
BLACK RUBBER GRIP STEP
LIFE-TIME STEEL
'2'
4-QT. MIRROR ALUMINUM
PRESSURE COOKER
AUTOMATIC ONE-PIECE CONTROL
tilup
- 
VALUEI
"WINKIE" by WELSH
STROLLER
3-POSITION BACK REST
CONTEMPORARY STYLE
BOOKCASE
BEAUTIFUL WALNUT FINISH
TWO SLIDING GLASS DOORS
12" x 30" x 32" HIGH
•
FITS ANY
ROOM DECOR
•
STAIN AND MAR
RESISTANT
BEST BUYI
YOU
SAVE!
SPARTUS ELECTRIC
WALL CLOCKS
THREE CHARMING
DESIGNS
GOURMET
COUNTRY SIDE
HENNY PENNY
LOVELY DECORATOR
COLORS
NOW SALE PRICED!
7-PIECE REGAL
COOKWARE SET
EXTRA HEAVY CAST ALUMINUM
WESTBEND AUTOMATIC
PERKS 12 TO 30 CUPS
18
SALE PRICE!
lieNoicifeeee` T's
•••
e t
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
CI M ALWAYS WELCOME AT HIRSCH'SMASTER CHARGE
SPECIALLY PRIC
BOYS'
SLACKS
110-IRON
Large selection of Permanent
Press flare leg casual slacks. Pat-
terns and solid colors.
REGULARS 8-18
SLIMS 6-14
2FR$ $2.55EACHREGULAR$2.99
NATIO LY ADVERTISED!
FLARE
SLACKS
ALFA D
BOYS'
AGES
6-20
PERMANENT PRESS
Save over 1/2 original price on this
special purchase. Regular, Slim,
Husky models.
FANCIES AND SOLID COLORS
99
VALUES
TO $10.00
MEN'S FAVORITE NEW FASHION
DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
100% POLYESTER
Handsomely styled flare leg slacks tailored of
100% polyester double knit fabric. In a selection
of solid colors and patterns.
SOLID COLORS • FANCY PATTERNS
MEN'S SIZES 30-42
918
LATEST SPRING STYLES!
EASTER SUITS
FOR BOYS
SIZES 6-12 ... Tan or Blue geome-
tric tweed single breasted coat
with contrasting slacks.
SIZES 3-8 ... Navy or Gold Blazer
jacket with contrasting slacks.
Meticulous tailoring and detailing.
NEWEST FASHION COLORS
BOYS/ SIZES 899
6-12
COMPARE AT
$13.00
99 BOYS' SIZES3-7COMPARE AT
$8.00
4
Nabs
\I
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
Special
so famo
selectio
leg mo
favorite
this exc
This washable golfer style jacket never needs ironing. Zip front, Raglan shoulders, Barra-
cuda collar, pleated back, slash pockets, elastic waist, button cuffs. Wind resistant.
Water repellent. A real style setter!
GET SET FOR SPRING AND SAVE!
BOYS' SIZES 8-18 MEN'S SIZES S-M-L-XL
FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON FAMOUS, NATIONALLY ADVERTISED SLACKS!
Y2 PRICE
MEN'S SLACK SALE
DRESS AND CASUAL STYLES
FLARE AND STRAIGHT LEG MODELS
PERMANENT PRESS
Special Purchase of nationally advertised men's slacks ... a brand
so famous you'll recognize the name on sight. We have a large
selection including dress and casual styles in flare leg and straight
leg models. All are Permanent Press. Choose from the season's
favorite solid colors, bold stripes, or fancy patterns. Come in, see
this excellent collection. You'll be glad you did!
Pi, 111)11111111141111111111WIMMIIMillifiliiiiItiffittliMIIIIIIIIIIMill
CO ALWAYS WELCOME AT HIRSCH'SMASTER CHARGE
FLARE LOEB
IDEAL FOR DRESS OR PLAY
SOLID COLORS - KNIT LOOKS - STRIPES
GREAT NEW SPRING COLORS
PERMANENT PRESS
0110,111,11c
 BOYS' SNORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
100% BANLON PERMANENT PRESS
See our huge selection of new fashion BanLon shirts in two
smart styles ... crew neck and fashion collar, both with short
sleeves. In the season's best colors.
Spring calls for colorful sport shirts. See our complete collection! Perma-
nent Press fabrics, superbly styled with short sleeves, long tails, latest
collar treatments. Stripes, Prints, Solid Colors.
BOYS' SIZES 8-18
OUR REGULAR $1.99
See this
Iron dre
pastels
fashion
tails.
want se
WORK SHOES
BRONZE LEATHER UPPERS
OIL RESISTANT CREPE SOLES
GOODYEAR WELT
BACK PULL STRAP
SIZES
61/2-1 I , 12
COMPARE
AT
$9.00
DURABLE VINYL UPPERS
LONG WEARING SOLES
PADDED COUNTER
illiGINilliNGOFIAiSII IS,a6. SALE PRICED!
FOR SUPERB COMFORT AND STYLING
DRESS STYLES SPOSHORT SLEEVES RT
SLEEVES
See this outstanding collection of No-
Iron dress shirts in deep tones, stripes,
pastels and white. Tailored with new
fashion collars, short sleeves and long
tails. Our sale price is so low you'll
want several for your wardrobe.
SOLIDS — PRINTS — STRIPES
MEN'S 1472- I 7
Fabulous savings on all new deep-tone
solid shades, plus stripes and patterns.
Tailored with long point or regular col-
lars, short sleeves and long tails of fine
never iron fabrics. There is a s'-.irt in
this group to suit every man.
BOLD SOLIDS — PATTERNS
MEN'S S-M-L-XL
FOAM-BACKED
THROW COVERS
BY
SURE FIT
FOUR
COLORS
FLORAL PRINTS SOLID COLORS
• ALL OVER DESIGN • SI% COTTON
• LUXURIOUS FRINGE • V% RAYON
• I ow% RAYON • SCOTCHGARD
REG. $4.00
60" x 70" SIZE
DECORATIVE FURNITURE PROTECTION
70" x 90" — Reg. $ 6.00 — NOW 4.97
70" x 120" — Req. $ 8.00 — NOW 6.47
70" x 140" — Reg. $10.00— NOW 7.97
FAMILY SIZE
COLGATE TOOTHPASTE
63/4-0Z. $1.09 SIZE 63.
ULTRA-THICK
HALO SHAMPOO
RIGHT GUARD
ANTI-PERSPIRANT SPRAY
5-OUNCE
$1.19 SIZE
•
VALUE'
ROOM-SIZE
SHAG RUGS
FULL 9 x 12-FT. SIZE
DEEP 100% POLYESTER PILE
SKID-RESISTANT FOAM BACK
YOU SAVE $5.00
24
OUR REGULAR $29.88
DRESS UP YOUR HOME
THIS SPRING
WITH THESE BEAUTIFUL,
COLORFUL TWEEDS
GOLD, ORANGE,
GREEN, BLUE
REGULAR - HARD-TO-HOLD
JUST WONDERFUL
HAIR SPRAY BY
CARYL RICHARDS
13-OUNCE
$1.00 SIZE
COLGATE REGULAR, LIME
INSTANT SHAVE
AIR FRESHENER
SPRING FLOWER
FLORAL SACHET
7-OUNCE
59c SIZE
SPORTSWEAR
FABRICS
100% COTTON
I First quality piece goods
in assorted prints and
solids. 44"or 45" wide.
UPHOLSTERY
FABRICS
Damasks, Matelasses and
Tweeds in rich woven or
print designs. 54' wide.
LARGE SIZE
BATH TOWELS
100% COTTON TERRY
Solids, Jacquards and print
designs in bright, beautiful
colors. Value priced!
SLIGHT
IRREGULARS
•
VALUES TO $2.50
IF PERFECT
TWIN OR FULL SIZE
PLAID BEDSPREADS
NO PRESSING EVER
Slightly irregular washable
spreads in handsome, gay
plaids. Never need ironing.
97
IF PERFECT $5.98
SOUTH FULTON
,
NO CHARGE
FOR LABOR!
Custom
Drapes
Mad. to your exact
measurements.
PAY ONLY FOR
MATERIALS USED
See our wide, wonderful selection of Roe
▪ decorator fabrics... from 2.00 yard.
1
-rp flt'fl
